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WQHS-DT
The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WQHS-DT, Cleveland, Ohio, along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the period of July 1 - September 30, 2
018. The listing is by no means is exhaustive. The order in which issues appear does not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of Issue Program Date Time Duration Narration of Type and Description of Program/Segment

Mexico Elections NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/1/18 6:30 PM 2:00

Mexicans hit the polls Sunday to elect a president for a single six-year term and 628 members of the national congr
ess, who for the first time in nearly a century can be reelected. They’re also choosing nine governors, some 1,600
mayors and thousands of state and local lawmakers.  Opinion polls underscore voters’ deep irritation with things as
they are. Mexicans stand ready to clobber the three parties of the political right, center and left that have governed
through the country’s three-decade transition from autocratic rule to fitful democracy. The surveys give Andrés Ma
nuel López Obrador, 64, a pugnacious leftist nationalist making a third bid for the presidency, a seemingly insurmo
untable lead over three rivals. Some suggest his National Regeneration Movement, or Morena, which he founded ju
st four years ago, could even win a congressional majority.  Mexicans have plenty reason to fret. Corruption is ramp
ant and the justice system woefully inept. Successive governments have proved unable to end the criminal hyper-vi
olence that in a dozen years has killed more than 150,000 people and left tens of thousands more missing. After de
cades of export-focused industrialization, about half of Mexicans remain poor. And President Trump has repeatedly
threatened to scrap the North American Free Trade Agreement, or NAFTA, which has fueled that manufacturing boo
m.

TRUMP'S ADMINISTRATIO
N WILL ENCOURAGE COLL
EGES TO USE RACE-BLIN
D ADMISSIONS POLICIES.

PRIMER IMPACTO 7/3/2018 5:00PM :20 The Trump Administration, will encourage local colleges and universities to adopt race-blind admission standards, r
eversing policy under former President Obama. Attempts to reach several admissions deans were unsuccessful.

Trump reaction to AMLO
election NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/2/2018 6:34 PM 2:07

President Trump on Sunday night congratulated the winner of Mexico's presidential election, a left-wing populist wh
o has vowed to take a tougher stance against the U.S. president.Andrés Manuel López Obrador beat out the candid
ate representing the ruling PRI party on Sunday amid growing discontent over the country's rampant crime and corr
uption. A third-time presidential candidate, López Obrador has publicly derided Trump's plans to build a wall along t
he border between the U.S. and Mexico and has said he will demand respect from the White House. Trump, who ha
s had a tense relationship with current Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto, offered kind words to López Obrador
after his resounding victory over PRI candidate Jose Antonio Meade. "Congratulations to Andres Manuel Lopez Obra
dor on becoming the next President of Mexico. I look very much forward to working with him," Trump tweeted. "The
re is much to be done that will benefit both the United States and Mexico!"  Relations between the U.S. and Mexico
have taken a dramatic turn for the worse under Trump, due in large part to the president's frequent attacks on imm
igrants from south of the border and his vow to build a wall and have Mexico pay for it. Trump also announced new
tariffs on Mexican imports, which were promptly answered by Mexico with corresponding retaliatory measures on U.
S. goods. Trump meanwhile has frequently railed against the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which
he has threatened to scrap if Mexico doesn't agree to concessions imposed upon it by the U.S. The two countries, al
ong with Canada, have held multiple rounds of talks on the deal. The president on Sunday said he would wait until a
fter the midterms to sign a new NAFTA deal.
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U.S. ARMY ABRUPTLY DIS
CHARGING IMMIGRANT R

ECRUITS
NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/6/2018 11:37 PM 2:05

Some immigrant U.S. Army reservists and recruits who enlisted in the military with a promised path to citizenship a
re being abruptly discharged, the Associated Press has learned. Eligible recruits are required to have legal status in
the U.S., such as a student visa, before enlisting. More than 5,000 immigrants were recruited into the program in 20
16, and an estimated 10,000 are currently serving. Most go the Army, but some also go to the other military branch
es. To become citizens, the service members need an honorable service designation, which can come after even jus
t a few days at boot camp. But the recently discharged service members have had their basic training delayed, so t
hey can't be naturalized.

Reuniting Immigrant Chil
drent with Parents NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/6/2018 6:30 AM 2:00

This spring, the Trump administration began a "zero tolerance" policy to criminally prosecute anyone caught crossi
ng the border illegally. Because children can't be in jail with their parents, more than 2,300 families caught by Bord
er Patrol were separated. The move prompted mass outrage in the United States and internationally. After first bla
ming the practice on the Democrats, Trump on June 20 signed an executive order that stopped the separation of fa
milies. A June 26 court order by a federal judge set a hard deadline to reunite the families, and that deadline is fast
approaching.  It's still not clear how many children have been separated from families under the zero-tolerance poli
cy, or how many remain separated. Trump administration officials have said 2,342 children were separated from 2,
206 parents from May 5 through June 9. Trump's order stopped separations on June 20. About 520 children were re
united with their families within days because the improper-entry prosecutions were finished before the minors wer
e turned over to the custody of Health and Human Services, which is responsible for caring for unaccompanied child
ren. HHS Secretary Alex Azar told a congressional committee on June 26 there were 2,047 such children in his agen
cy's care. On Thursday, he said there are somewhere "under 3,000" children who were believed to have been separ
ated, but that includes kids who may have lost parents along the journey, not just parents who were detained at th
e border. He said none had been transferred to Immigration and Customs Enforcement custody yet.

ISSUE OF "SECOND WALL
" FOR IMMIGRANTS TRYIN
G TO OBTAIN CITIZENSHI

P
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/7/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

We address the issue of citizenship. A group of legislators and activists launched a campaign to overthrow what the
y call "The Second Wall" for immigrants in the United States due to the growing delay in the processing of citizenshi
p applications by the Trump administration. We added an interview by Idaliz Ortiz to author and psychologist, Debo
rah Salazar, who uses her experiences as an immigrant to teach children the importance of a society based on love
and respect in the Donald Trump era.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
IN MEXICO PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/7/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

We talk about the presidential elections in Mexico. The third time was a charm for Andrés Manuel López Obrador. T
he leftist won almost 53% of the electoral vote and during his presidency he will seek to end corruption and neolibe
ralism in the Aztec country. Furthermore, he promised to have a government without sumptuous expenses. Our gu
ests include; Juan Carlos Hidalgo, expert in Latin America at the Cato Institute and Maureen Meyer, director of the M
exico Program of the Latin America Office in Washington.

LEAKED NAMES TO REPLA
CE JUSTICE ANTHONY KE

NNEDY
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/7/2018 11:00 AM 9:00 We talk about the leaked names of the judges interviewed by President Trump to replace Justice Anthony Kennedy i

n the Supreme Court. We analyze the different risks that the right to abortion and affirmative action could face.

Acevedo and Collins outli
ne what to expect on Mex

ico’s election day.
AL PUNTO 7/1/2018  10:00 AM 7:18 Acevedo and Collins offer their insight into what issues are motivating voters and what results they expect to see.
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Trump preps for Scotus pi
ck announcement // Thail

and rescue underway
NEWS BRIEF 7/9/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

When president donald trump unveils his second supreme court pick monday night with the prime-time flourish of a
reality show star, he will lay a momentous marker in modern political history. Trump tweeted on sunday that "an ex
ceptional person will be chosen!". // Eight of the 12 children who were trapped with their coach in a cave in Thailan
d have been rescued in a complicated operation. After those rescues, there are still four more minors and their trai
ner who are still inside the cavern.

Thailand rescue latest // I
mmigration separating fa

milies
NEWS BRIEF 7/10/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

After 18 days, authorities in Thailand finally rescued the group of 12 children and their soccer coach who had been
trapped in a cavern. 19 divers participated in the rescue work as they had to pass through narrow corridors of murk
y water. // Dozens of immigrant children will be released from detention centers and reunited with their parents tod
ay. A government lawyer says at least 54 children under the age of 5 would join their parents by Tuesday's court-or
dered deadline. That's only about half the 100 or so children covered by the order. A federal judge Monday rejected
the federal government's efforts to detain immigrant families in long-term facilities.

Immigration separating fa
milies // Trump-supreme

court new judge
NEWS BRIEF 7/10/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Dozens of immigrant children will be released from detention centers and reunited with their parents today. A gove
rnment lawyer says at least 54 children under the age of 5 would join their parents by Tuesday's court-ordered dea
dline. That's only about half the 100 or so children covered by the order. A federal judge Monday rejected the feder
al government's efforts to detain immigrant families in long-term facilities. // The election of President Donald Trum
p's nominee as the new judge of the supreme court of justice is trending. Yesterday after announcing the name of B
rett Kavanaugh to occupy the vacancy left by Anthony Kennedy, there were several protests.

Trump-supreme court ne
w judge // Thailand rescu

e latest
NEWS BRIEF 7/10/18 7:00PM

The election of President Donald Trump's nominee as the new judge of the supreme court of justice is trending. Yes
terday after announcing the name of Brett Kavanaugh to occupy the vacancy left by Anthony Kennedy, there were
several protests. // After 18 days, authorities in Thailand finally rescued the group of 12 children and their soccer co
ach who had been trapped in a cavern. 19 divers participated in the rescue work as they had to pass through narro
w corridors of murky water.

DACA RENEWAL DESPIERTA AMERICA 7/10/2018 9:30AM 0:30

More than 117,000 people have received extensions so far this year through the Deferred Action for Childhood Arriv
als program following a lawsuit filed by the University of California last year. The renewals come after UC President
Janet Napolitano sued the U.S. Department of Homeland Security in September 2017 after President Trump's repeal
of the DACA program. The suit claims that the repeal of the program violates students' rights. An injunction was gra
nted by U.S. District Judge William Alsup on Jan. 9 that required the DHS to continue processing DACA renewal appli
cations through the end of June as the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals reviews the case. The DACA program allows
immigrants brought to the country as children to become eligible for a work permit that is good for at least two yea
rs. The program does not provide a pathway for citizenship. UC officials said that between the date of Alsup's ruling
and the end of June, the injunction has benefited 117,446 people who need the program to work or attend college i
n the U.S. The original lawsuit called Trump's repeal "nothing more than unreasoned executive whim."

Trump slams NATO // Thai
land boys in hospital NEWS BRIEF 7/11/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

President Donald Trump is participating in a welcome ceremony with fellow NATO leaders at what's expected to be
a fraught meeting of the military alliance. But he appeared to steer clear of German Chancellor Angela Merkel hour
s after claiming her country was controlled by Russia. He also walked far behind the leaders of the U.K. and Canada
during a walking tour of NATO headquarters. // The world is moved by the images that came to light of the children
rescued from a cave in Thailand. The 12 boys and their trainer continue under medical observation, but they still lo
ok good.
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Thailand boys in hospital
// A us plane carrying 11

deported families landed i
n Guatemala from the Uni

ted States.

NEWS BRIEF 7/11/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC
The world is moved by the images that came to light of the children rescued from a cave in Thailand. The 12 boys a
nd their trainer continue under medical observation, but they still look good. // The eleven immigrant families were
reunified in the US after being separated for days.  Deputy foreign minister indicated that these families were separ
ated before trump's zero tolerance policy came into effect.

A us plane carrying 11 de
ported families landed in
Guatemala from the Unite
d States.  // Trump slams

NATO

NEWS BRIEF 7/11/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The eleven immigrant families were reunified in the US after being separated for days.  Deputy foreign minister indi
cated that these families were separated before trump's zero tolerance policy came into effect. // President Donald
Trump is participating in a welcome ceremony with fellow NATO leaders at what's expected to be a fraught meeting
of the military alliance. But he appeared to steer clear of German Chancellor Angela Merkel hours after claiming her
country was controlled by Russia. He also walked far behind the leaders of the U.K. and Canada during a walking to
ur of NATO headquarters.

The founder of papa john
s pizza is apologizing for
using a racial slur during
a conference call. // Trum

p UK visit balloon

NEWS BRIEF 7/12/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

In a statement...john schnatter confirmed the incident took place in may. The conference call was part of a role-play
ing exercise for the company founder and chairman. The call was intended to prevent more controversy for schnatt
er... After he was criticized for blaming the N-F-L'S handling of national anthem protests for his company's poor sale
s. // Thousands are gearing up in London to protest U.S. President Donald Trump's first official visit to the U.K. beca
use of anger over his policies on issues ranging from immigration and race relations to Russia and the Middle East.
Demonstrations are planned Thursday outside the U.S. ambassador's residence in London. The biggest protests are
set for Friday, when demonstrators plan to march through central London and float a huge balloon depicting Trump
as a baby in diapers over the Houses of Parliament.

Trump UK visit balloon //
Stormy Daniels arrested NEWS BRIEF 7/12/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Thousands are gearing up in London to protest U.S. President Donald Trump's first official visit to the U.K. because
of anger over his policies on issues ranging from immigration and race relations to Russia and the Middle East. Dem
onstrations are planned Thursday outside the U.S. ambassador's residence in London. The biggest protests are set f
or Friday, when demonstrators plan to march through central London and float a huge balloon depicting Trump as a
baby in diapers over the Houses of Parliament. // The porn star was arrested wednesday night while performing at a
club in columbus, ohio. Her lawyer, michael avenatti tweeted that daniels was busted for "allegedly allowing a custo
mer to touch her while on stage in a non sexual manner." Avenatti also calls this "a setup" that was "politically moti
vated."

Stormy Daniels arrested /
/ The founder of papa joh
ns pizza is apologizing for
using a racial slur during

a conference call.

NEWS BRIEF 7/12/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The porn star was arrested wednesday night while performing at a club in columbus, ohio. Her lawyer, michael ave
natti tweeted that daniels was busted for "allegedly allowing a customer to touch her while on stage in a non sexual
manner." Avenatti also calls this "a setup" that was "politically motivated." // In a statement...john schnatter confir
med the incident took place in may. The conference call was part of a role-playing exercise for the company founde
r and chairman. The call was intended to prevent more controversy for schnatter... After he was criticized for blami
ng the N-F-L'S handling of national anthem protests for his company's poor sales.

NEW GUIDANCE FOR ASY
LUM SEEKERS

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 7/12/2018 12:00PM :24

The Trump administration is implementing a new asylum policy at the border that will result in potentially thousand
s of asylum seekers being turned away before they can plead their case in court. Under new guidance claims based
on fear of gang and domestic violence will be immediately rejected. In addition, the guidance tells officers they sho
uld consider whether an immigrant crossed the border illegally and weigh that against their claim, potentially reject
ing even legitimate fears of persecution if the immigrant crossed illegally.
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Balloon of a caricature-ve
rsion of Trump in London
// Manafort transferred to

another prison
NEWS BRIEF 7/13/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

A giant balloon of a caricature-version of u-s president donald trump as a baby takes to the skies during trump's tri
p to the u-k.  The orange baby trump is clutching a cellphone in one hand, ready to fire off a tweet-storm. London m
ayor sadiq khan approved of the blimp's flight in the name of free speech. But it is a move, and a big orange messa
ge, that not everyone agrees with. // The former head of the campaign of President Donald Trump Paul Manafort, w
as transferred to a prison in Alexandria Virginia. Manafort already had four weeks in a detention center where he ha
d complained about being too far from his defense. However, when a judge who ordered his transfer said he was co
ncerned about his safety.

Manafort transferred to a
nother prison // Kellogg H

oney Snacks recalled
NEWS BRIEF 7/13/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The former head of the campaign of President Donald Trump Paul Manafort, was transferred to a prison in Alexandri
a Virginia. Manafort already had four weeks in a detention center where he had complained about being too far fro
m his defense. However, when a judge who ordered his transfer said he was concerned about his safety. // The age
ncy said it has found salmonella in samples of Honey Smacks, which has been the subject of a voluntary Kellogg rec
all since mid-June. The CDC The agency said that at least 30 of the people infected by the outbreak have been hosp
italized. He added that most people with salmonellosis have fever, cramps or diarrhea between 12 and 72 hours aft
er being exposed to the bacteria.

ACLU eyes date to reunify
kids, deported parents NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/13/18 6:37 PM 1:41

The American Civil Liberties Union is proposing that the Trump administration be given no more than a week to reu
nite 12 young children with their now-deported parents, from whom they were separated at the border. The ACLU p
roposes in a court filing Thursday in San Diego that the clock should start ticking as soon as the parent obtains trav
el documents for the child. The Trump administration says in the filing that it is difficult to determine how much tim
e is needed and that reunifications should occur "on a flexible schedule." Both sides are due back in court Friday to
expand on their proposals. The administration says it has reunited 57 children under 5 with their parents, meeting t
his week's court-ordered deadline for all who were eligible.

Kellogg Honey Snacks rec
alled // Balloon of a carica
ture-version of Trump in L

ondon
NEWS BRIEF 7/13/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The agency said it has found salmonella in samples of Honey Smacks, which has been the subject of a voluntary Kel
logg recall since mid-June. The CDC The agency said that at least 30 of the people infected by the outbreak have be
en hospitalized. He added that most people with salmonellosis have fever, cramps or diarrhea between 12 and 72 h
ours after being exposed to the bacteria. // A giant balloon of a caricature-version of u-s president donald trump as
a baby takes to the skies during trump's trip to the u-k.  The orange baby trump is clutching a cellphone in one han
d, ready to fire off a tweet-storm. London mayor sadiq khan approved of the blimp's flight in the name of free speec
h. But it is a move, and a big orange message, that not everyone agrees with.

NICARAGUA CRISIS PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/14/2018 11:00 AM 6:00
We talk about Nicaragua. After the crisis that began in mid-April, the violence has not stopped and the number of d
eaths continues to increase. We analyze how if the confrontations between supporters and opponents of the curren
t government continue it could lead the country to a civil war. Also, we have a PKG from Idaliz Ortiz that explains th
e timeline of the crisis and the most recent statistics.

NOMINATION OF JUDGE B
RETT KAVANAUGH PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/14/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We analyze the nomination of Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court. We talk about what to expect from the
confirmation process and what will happen if he is confirmed by Congress. Our guests include; Vanessa Cárdenas,
Democratic analyst and Adolfo Franco, Republican analyst.
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PRESIDENT TRUMP 7-DAY
EUROPE TOUR PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/14/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

We address the issue of President Trump and his European allies. President Trump began a 7-day tour of Europe wh
ere he participated in the NATO summit, visited the United Kingdom and on July 16 will have a meeting with his Rus
sian counterpart Vladimir Putin. We also tackle the issue of immigration. This week the deadline imposed by federal
district judge Dana Sabraw expired. The Department of Health and Human Services managed to comply with the or
der but there are still about three thousand children separated from their parents. We speak with immigration attor
ney, Kelley Escobar, about the possibilities of the government to accomplish this task before July 26th.

Latin American politics & I
mmigration news AL PUNTO 7/15/2018  10:00 AM 7:04

Esquivel talks about Mexican President-Elect Andrés Manuel López Obrador’s border patrol agenda aimed at curtaili
ng Central American migrants. Pralei explains the ACLU’s lawsuit to end the Trump administration’s family separati
on policy, and reacts to U.S. lawmaker’s difficulty gaining access to detention centers housing children.

Judge criticizes plan to re
unify families split at bord
er // Families reunify after
being separated at the bo

rder

NEWS BRIEF 7/16/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

A federal judge says he is having second thoughts about his belief that the Trump administration was acting in goo
d faith to comply with his orders to reunify families separated at the border. The Justice Department on Friday filed
a plan to reunify more than 2,500 children age 5 and older by a court-imposed deadline of July 26 using "truncated"
procedures to verify parentage and perform background checks. // A guatemalan man could reunify with his 6 year
old child after almost 2 months of separation. The images of such reunification have been viralized in the social me
dia

Families reunify after bei
ng separated at the bord
er // An apparent proteste
r has been escorted out o
f a joint press conference
between U.S. President a

nd Russian President

NEWS BRIEF 7/16/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A guatemalan man could reunify with his 6 year old child after almost 2 months of separation. The images of such r
eunification have been viralized in the social media // The individual, seated with the American press corps in Helsin
ki, was holding a sign about nuclear weapons. He identified himself as a reporter from the liberal magazine `The Na
tion.' A U.S. Secret Service agent spoke with the unidentified man, before Finnish security physically escorted him fr
om the room minutes before the two presidents entered to begin their press conference.

Judge halts deportations NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/16/18 6:35 PM 1:58
A federal judge on Monday ordered a temporary halt to any deportations of immigrant families who were reunited a
fter being separated by the Trump administration at the border.  U.S. District Judge Dana Sabraw imposed a delay o
f at least a week after a request from the American Civil Liberties Union, which cited "persistent and increasing rum
ors ... that mass deportations may be carried out imminently and immediately upon reunification."

An apparent protester ha
s been escorted out of a j
oint press conference bet
ween U.S. President and
Russian President  // Judg
e criticizes plan to reunify

families split at border

NEWS BRIEF 7/16/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The individual, seated with the American press corps in Helsinki, was holding a sign about nuclear weapons. He ide
ntified himself as a reporter from the liberal magazine `The Nation.' A U.S. Secret Service agent spoke with the unid
entified man, before Finnish security physically escorted him from the room minutes before the two presidents ente
red to begin their press conference. // A federal judge says he is having second thoughts about his belief that the Tr
ump administration was acting in good faith to comply with his orders to reunify families separated at the border. T
he Justice Department on Friday filed a plan to reunify more than 2,500 children age 5 and older by a court-impose
d deadline of July 26 using "truncated" procedures to verify parentage and perform background checks.

HEART DRUG RECALL PRIMER IMPACTO 7/16/2018 5:00PM :20
The FDA recalled Val-Sartan because they believe it may be putting patients at risk for cancer. The administration s
aid the drug does not meet its safety standards and contains a chemical that is linked to causing cancer. High amo
unts of this chemical can also cause liver damage.
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Dangerous possible “seri
al killer” captured in Texa
s // Protest about Trump-P

utin meeting
NEWS BRIEF 7/17/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Texas authorities captured Jose Gilberto Rodriguez, a dangerous suspect in a series of murders in Houston. The 46-
year-old Hispanic is accused of being related to 3 homicides in the last 72 hours. // Multiple protests because of the
controversial statements of Trump after his meeting with Russian president Vladimir Putin. Many say that it minimiz
es the work of research agencies in their own country.

Protest about Trump-Puti
n meeting // MGM files co
mplaint over Las Vegas m

assacre
NEWS BRIEF 7/17/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Multiple protests because of the controversial statements of Trump after his meeting with Russian president Vladim
ir Putin. Many say that it minimizes the work of research agencies in their own country. // MGM resorts international
is suing hundreds of victims from the las vegas mass shooting in october to preemptively block any compensation c
laims. The mgm spokesperson says, "years of drawn-out litigation and hearings are not in the best interest of victim
s."

MGM files complaint over
Las Vegas massacre // Da
ngerous possible “serial k
iller” captured in Texas

NEWS BRIEF 7/17/18 7:00PM
MGM resorts international is suing hundreds of victims from the las vegas mass shooting in october to preemptively
block any compensation claims. The mgm spokesperson says, "years of drawn-out litigation and hearings are not in
the best interest of victims." // Texas authorities captured Jose Gilberto Rodriguez, a dangerous suspect in a series
of murders in Houston. The 46-year-old Hispanic is accused of being related to 3 homicides in the last 72 hours.

Trump Putin corrections //
Thailand boys released fr

om hospital
NEWS BRIEF 7/18/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Controversy continues after President Trump issues reluctant correction of remarks he made at Russia summit. Pre
sident Trump tweets: "Some people HATE the fact that I got along well with President Putin of Russia. They would ra
ther go to war than see this”. // The 12 boys and their soccer coach who were rescued from a cave in northern Thail
and have appeared at a news conference, entering to applause from the media and classmates. The boys put on a
quick demonstration of their ball-handling skills in a special miniature soccer field set up in the hall where they are
meeting the media. Doctors said the boys gained around 3 kilograms (6.6 pounds) on average since they were resc
ued from the cave last week.

Thailand boys released fr
om hospital // Elon Musk

apologizes
NEWS BRIEF 7/18/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The 12 boys and their soccer coach who were rescued from a cave in northern Thailand have appeared at a news c
onference, entering to applause from the media and classmates. The boys put on a quick demonstration of their bal
l-handling skills in a special miniature soccer field set up in the hall where they are meeting the media. Doctors said
the boys gained around 3 kilograms (6.6 pounds) on average since they were rescued from the cave last week.  // E
lon Musk has apologized for calling a British diver involved in the Thailand cave rescue a pedophile. In a series of tw
eets late Tuesday, the Tesla CEO said he had "spoken in anger" on Sunday after diver Vern Unsworth accused Musk
of orchestrating a "PR stunt" by sending a small submarine to help divers rescue the soccer players and their coach
from a cave. Musk says Unsworth's criticism upset him but he should not have branded the diver a "pedo." Musk sai
d, "The fault is mine and mine alone."

Elon Musk apologizes // Tr
ump Putin corrections NEWS BRIEF 7/18/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Elon Musk has apologized for calling a British diver involved in the Thailand cave rescue a pedophile. In a series of t
weets late Tuesday, the Tesla CEO said he had "spoken in anger" on Sunday after diver Vern Unsworth accused Mu
sk of orchestrating a "PR stunt" by sending a small submarine to help divers rescue the soccer players and their coa
ch from a cave. Musk says Unsworth's criticism upset him but he should not have branded the diver a "pedo." Musk
said, "The fault is mine and mine alone." // Controversy continues after President Trump issues reluctant correction
of remarks he made at Russia summit. President Trump tweets: "Some people HATE the fact that I got along well wi
th President Putin of Russia. They would rather go to war than see this”.
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Trump meant "no questio
ns" // First day with their f

amilies.
NEWS BRIEF 7/19/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Trump backtracked on whether russia is currently targeting u.s. Elections. When asked the question wednesday, he
answered "no," a reply that put him sharply at odds with recent public warnings from his own intelligence chief. Ho
urs later, the white house stepped in to say trump's answer wasn't what it appeared. // The twelve boys and their so
ccer coach who survived a dramatic rescue from a flooded cave in northern thailand are returning to their normal li
ves. Thursday was their first full day back with their families. The team spent the morning taking part in a religious
ritual-- It's believed to ensure long, secure and prosperous lives. The team also paid tribute to the former navy seal,
saman gunan, who died in the 17-day rescue mission.

First day with their famili
es. // Technology related

worrying report
NEWS BRIEF 7/19/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The twelve boys and their soccer coach who survived a dramatic rescue from a flooded cave in northern thailand ar
e returning to their normal lives. Thursday was their first full day back with their families. The team spent the morni
ng taking part in a religious ritual-- It's believed to ensure long, secure and prosperous lives. The team also paid trib
ute to the former navy seal, saman gunan, who died in the 17-day rescue mission. // Researchers at the university o
f southern california found a link between heavy use of digital media and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder. Th
e study found that teens who used the most digital technology were twice as likely to develop new symptoms of A-
D-H-D than those who used it least.

Technology related worryi
ng report // Trump meant

"no questions"
NEWS BRIEF 7/19/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Researchers at the university of southern california found a link between heavy use of digital media and attention-d
eficit/hyperactivity disorder. The study found that teens who used the most digital technology were twice as likely t
o develop new symptoms of A-D-H-D than those who used it least.  // Trump backtracked on whether russia is curre
ntly targeting u.s. Elections. When asked the question wednesday, he answered "no," a reply that put him sharply a
t odds with recent public warnings from his own intelligence chief. Hours later, the white house stepped in to say tr
ump's answer wasn't what it appeared.

Trump invites Putin to DC
// Child dies after 3.5 + h
ours in heat of day care v

an
NEWS BRIEF 7/20/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The White House says "discussions are already underway" to invite Russian President Vladimir Putin to Washington.
Trump and Putin met Monday in Helsinki. And Moscow's ambassador to the U.S. says Russia is 'always open' to suc
h proposals. Trump has been under fire for publicly doubting during a joint news conference Russia's responsibility f
or interference in the 2016 election. National Intelligence Director Dan Coats on surprise announcement about Putin
's upcoming visit to DC: "That's gonna be special" // Authorities from Houston, Texas says the child was found unres
ponsive when his father arrived at Discovering Me Academy about 7 p.m. Thursday to pick him up. The van was par
ked since 3 p.m., and deputies said its interior was 113 degrees when they arrived. The academy had been cited in
2015 for not reporting a wreck involving the van in a timely manner and for a driver not knowing how many childre
n were in her group.

Child dies after 3.5 + hou
rs in heat of day care van
// Dead in duck boat accid

ent
NEWS BRIEF 7/20/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Authorities from Houston, Texas says the child was found unresponsive when his father arrived at Discovering Me A
cademy about 7 p.m. Thursday to pick him up. The van was parked since 3 p.m., and deputies said its interior was
113 degrees when they arrived. The academy had been cited in 2015 for not reporting a wreck involving the van in
a timely manner and for a driver not knowing how many children were in her group. // Authorities say divers have f
ound two more bodies after a duck boat carrying tourists capsized in southwest Missouri, bringing the death toll to
13. Missouri State Highway Patrol Sgt. Jason Pace says four others remain missing Friday after the accident on Tabl
e Rock Lake in Branson Thursday evening. He says 14 others survived, but that seven were injured. Pace says thos
e who died ranged in age from 1 to 70-years old.
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Dead in duck boat accide
nt // Trump invites Putin t

o DC
NEWS BRIEF 7/20/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Authorities say divers have found two more bodies after a duck boat carrying tourists capsized in southwest Missou
ri, bringing the death toll to 13. Missouri State Highway Patrol Sgt. Jason Pace says four others remain missing Frida
y after the accident on Table Rock Lake in Branson Thursday evening. He says 14 others survived, but that seven w
ere injured. Pace says those who died ranged in age from 1 to 70-years old. // The White House says "discussions ar
e already underway" to invite Russian President Vladimir Putin to Washington. Trump and Putin met Monday in Hels
inki. And Moscow's ambassador to the U.S. says Russia is 'always open' to such proposals. Trump has been under fir
e for publicly doubting during a joint news conference Russia's responsibility for interference in the 2016 election. N
ational Intelligence Director Dan Coats on surprise announcement about Putin's upcoming visit to DC: "That's gonna
be special"

PRESIDENT'S SUMMIT WIT
H PUTIN PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/21/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talked about the summit between Presidents Trump and Vladimir Putin in Helsinki, Finland. President Trump sai
d that the meeting was a success, but public opinion in the country disagrees. We interviewed, Alfonso Aguilar, Rep
ublican analyst and Jorge Silva, Democratic analyst

JUDGE ORDERS HALT OF
DEPORTATION OF FAMILIE
S THAT ARE BEING REUNI

FIED
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/21/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

The federal district judge in San Diego, Dana Sabraw, who demanded that President  Trump reunite children separa
ted from their parents at the border, this week ordered the government to temporarily halt the deportation of famili
es that are being reunified. The immigration lawyer Luis Paoli explains the importance of this judicial mandate. We i
nterviewed, Juan Sebastián Chamorro, member of the Civic Alliance for Justice and Democracy

MEXICO'S PRESIDENT AN
NOUNCED "50 ACTION" P

LAN
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/21/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

Treading on the heels of ex-presidents and high-level bureaucrats, Mexico's President-elect Andrés Manuel López O
brador announced 50 actions to end corruption and put together an austerity plan. How complicated will it be to im
plement this strategy? We interviewed, Eric Olson, of the Mexico Institute of the Woodrow Wilson Center.

THE TRUMP ADMINISTRAT
ION WANTS MORE THAN

400,000 PEOPLE TO LEAV
E THE U.S.

NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/21/2018 6:26 PM 2:00

For nearly three decades, the United States has allowed immigrants from certain countries plagued by civil war or n
atural disasters to live here until conditions in their homelands improved. Such immigrants entered the country und
er what is known as Temporary Protected Status. Every 18 months, Department of Homeland Security officials revie
w whether conditions in countries under TPS have improved to the extent that people can safely return. Departmen
t of Homeland Security extended TPS for roughly 500 immigrants from Somalia but more than 400,000 people from
countries such as El Salvador, Haiti, Nicaragua and Sudan have had their legal protections stripped and must leave
the U.S. within two and a half years. Advocates have noted that many immigrants have been in the United States fo
r so many years that it makes little sense to compel them to leave, especially if they have U.S.-born children. Defen
ders of the administration’s policy argue that TPS is, by definition, temporary and should end when living conditions
improve in an immigrant’s homeland.

Vivanco offers possible w
ays the international com
munity could address the
escalating unrest in Nicar
agua.

AL PUNTO 7/22/2018 10:00 AM 5:28 Vivanco discusses Nicaragua’s deadly political crisis and calls for international community pressure to force early el
ections in the country and unseat President Daniel Ortega.
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Deadline for reuniting im
migrant children with par

ents
NOTICIERO UNIVISION 7/26/2018 6:32 PM 2:06

Under an order issued by U.S. District Judge Dana Sabraw in San Diego, today is supposed to be the deadline for re
uniting the more than 2,500 children who were taken from parents apprehended while crossing the border. Govern
ment lawyers have conceded they will fail to reunite all the families by that deadline - hundreds of parents already
have been deported without their children, and the government has been unable to locate many others. Officials sa
id in court Tuesday they expected to have reunited just over 1,600 families by the deadline. Despite the administra
tion's professed "zero tolerance" policy, hundreds of those families have been released on immigration parole, whil
e others have been sent to immigration detention centers.

TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
FAILED TO REUNITE ALL C
HILDREN 5 AND OLDER S
EPARATE AT THE BORDER

BEFORE THE DEADLINE

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 7/27/2018 12:10 PM 3:00

The Trump administration managed to reunite more than 1,800 children 5 years and older with parents or sponsors
hours before the deadline. That included 1,442 children who were returned to parents who were in U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement custody, and another 378 who were released under a variety of other circumstances. Bu
t about 700 more remain separated, including 431 whose parents were deported. Those reunions take more time, e
ffort and paperwork as authorities fly children back to Guatemala, El Salvador and Honduras.

U.S GOV'T FAILED TO REU
NITE FAMILIES PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/28/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

We tackle the issue of immigration. The U.S government failed to comply with the second term imposed by federal
district judge Dana Sabraw that ordered the reunification of separated parents and children at the border. Our gues
ts include; Democratic Congressman from Illinois, Luis Gutiérrez and Abel Núñez, executive director of Carecen.

RUSSIAN INVESTIGATION PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/28/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We analyze the latest in the Russian investigation and the disclosure of a secret conversation between President Tr
ump and his former lawyer Michael Cohen about payments to a former Playboy model. In addition, we talk about th
e announcement of a plan that provides emergency aid to farmers affected by the commercial war and the criticis
m that this has generated. Our guests include; Luis Quiñonez, Republican analyst and Fabiola Rodríguez, Democrati
c analyst.

PERSONAL LETTER SENT
TO PRESIDENT TRUMP BY
NEW MEXICAN PRESIDEN

T
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 7/28/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

We talk about the content of a personal letter sent to President Trump by the president-elect of Mexico Andrés Man
uel López Obrador in which he points out the priorities of his presidency. We also analyze the reaction of the U.S pr
esident and his response. How will the future relationship between the neighboring countries be?

Trump threatens shutdow
n over wall, immigration /
/ CBS C.E.O accused of se

xual harassment
NEWS BRIEF 7/30/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

President Donald Trump threatened Sunday to push the government into a shutdown ahead of the coming spendin
g deadline in September if Congress does not fund his border wall and change the nation's immigration laws. // C.B.
S C-E-O Les Moonves is accused of sexual harassment. The company's board of directors plan to discuss the allegat
ions and company culture in a meeting monday, two sources tell CNN. The sources say there will be a special com
mittee to oversee the investigation - carried out by a third-party law firm.

CBS C.E.O accused of sex
ual harassment // The Lat
est on fires in California

NEWS BRIEF 7/30/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

C.B.S C-E-O Les Moonves is accused of sexual harassment. The company's board of directors plan to discuss the all
egations and company culture in a meeting monday, two sources tell CNN. The sources say there will be a special c
ommittee to oversee the investigation - carried out by a third-party law firm. // Thousands more are fleeing their ho
mes after wildfires surged near a small lake town in Northern California while farther north firefighters made progre
ss in a battle against a deadly blaze. Crews stretched to their limits across the state are fighting flames that have cl
aimed the lives of two firefighters and six civilians.
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The Latest on fires in Calif
ornia  // Trump threatens
shutdown over wall, immi

gration
NEWS BRIEF 7/30/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Thousands more are fleeing their homes after wildfires surged near a small lake town in Northern California while fa
rther north firefighters made progress in a battle against a deadly blaze. Crews stretched to their limits across the s
tate are fighting flames that have claimed the lives of two firefighters and six civilians. // President Donald Trump th
reatened Sunday to push the government into a shutdown ahead of the coming spending deadline in September if
Congress does not fund his border wall and change the nation's immigration laws.

E-CIGARRETS LINKS TO O
RAL CANCER PRIMER IMPACTO 7/30/2018 5:00PM :20 New research shows that most non-cigarette tobacco users are exposed to carcinogen levels comparable to or exce

eding exposure among exclusive cigarette smokers levels that are likely to place users at substantial risk.

Manafort trial begins // No
rth Korea missiles

NEWS BRIEF 7/31/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Jury selection is set to begin in the trial of President Donald Trump's former campaign chairman. Prosecutors have li
ned up 35 witnesses and more than 500 pieces of evidence in the federal trial of Donald Trump's former campaign
chairman Paul Manafort, who's accused of tax evasion and bank fraud. The trial will center on Manafort's Ukrainian
consulting work and only briefly touch on his involvement with the president's campaign. Jury selection begins Tues
day in Alexandria, Virginia. // Despite Trump telling the world last month -- "there is no longer a nuclear threat from
north korea". It appears the North Korea may be building new missiles. According to the Washington Post, new satel
lite images and other information suggest work may be taking place in a suburb of pyongyang on liquid-fueled inter
continental ballistic missiles.

North Korea missiles // Ma
nvel kids treatement cent

er
NEWS BRIEF 7/31/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Despite Trump telling the world last month -- "there is no longer a nuclear threat from north korea". It appears the
North Korea may be building new missiles. According to the Washington Post, new satellite images and other inform
ation suggest work may be taking place in a suburb of pyongyang on liquid-fueled intercontinental ballistic missiles.
 // After revealing that some children appeared to have suffered abuse and had been given psychotropic drugs with
out authorization from their parents, in a detention center in Texas; a judge ordered that they have to be transferre
d to a different center.

DACA program endsfort tr
ial begins //

3d plastic guns latest NEWS BRIEF 7/31/18 7:00PM

After revealing that some children appeared to have suffered abuse and had been given psychotropic drugs without
authorization from their parents, in a detention center in Texas; a judge ordered that they have to be transferred to
a different center. // Jury selection is set to begin in the trial of President Donald Trump's former campaign chairma
n. Prosecutors have lined up 35 witnesses and more than 500 pieces of evidence in the federal trial of Donald Trum
p's former campaign chairman Paul Manafort, who's accused of tax evasion and bank fraud. The trial will center on
Manafort's Ukrainian consulting work and only briefly touch on his involvement with the president's campaign. Jury
selection begins Tuesday in Alexandria, Virginia.

DACA program ends // 3d
plastic guns latest NEWS BRIEF 8/1/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

In just one week Daca will be filed in federal court. President Trump canceled the deferred action program in Septe
mber 2017 and since that time he has faced several judicial challenges. The case will be exposed in a federal court
of Texas to the judge Andrew Hanen. // A federal judge in seattle has issued a temporary restraining order to stop t
he release of blueprints to make untraceable and undetectable 3d-printed plastic guns. Eight democratic attorneys
general filed a lawsuit monday seeking to block the federal government's settlement with the company that makes
the plans available online. President donald trump says he is consulting with the national rifle association over whet
her it makes sense for a texas company to publish downloadable blueprints for a 3d-printed gun.
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3d plastic guns latest // Mexico plane crash NEWS BRIEF 8/1/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A federal judge in seattle has issued a temporary restraining order to stop the release of blueprints to make untrace
able and undetectable 3d-printed plastic guns. Eight democratic attorneys general filed a lawsuit monday seeking t
o block the federal government's settlement with the company that makes the plans available online. President don
ald trump says he is consulting with the national rifle association over whether it makes sense for a texas company
to publish downloadable blueprints for a 3d-printed gun. // An aviation expert says passengers in plane crashes like
Tuesday's Aeromexico accident - in which no one died - have better chances of survival due to more robust aircraft
construction. Air safety investigator Adrian Young, from the Netherlands-based consultancy To70, said that crash su
rvival rates "are higher than they have ever been" in part because "airplanes are stronger than ever." He told The A
.P that people are now less likely to be trapped by collapsed seats and floors, especially if the plane is level and on f
lat ground, as in the crash in northern Mexico. He said it was too early to speculate about the cause.

Mexico plane crash // DAC
A program ends NEWS BRIEF 8/1/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

An aviation expert says passengers in plane crashes like Tuesday's Aeromexico accident - in which no one died - ha
ve better chances of survival due to more robust aircraft construction. Air safety investigator Adrian Young, from th
e Netherlands-based consultancy To70, said that crash survival rates "are higher than they have ever been" in part
because "airplanes are stronger than ever." He told The A.P that people are now less likely to be trapped by collaps
ed seats and floors, especially if the plane is level and on flat ground, as in the crash in northern Mexico. He said it
was too early to speculate about the cause. // In just one week Daca will be filed in federal court. President Trump c
anceled the deferred action program in September 2017 and since that time he has faced several judicial challenge
s. The case will be exposed in a federal court of Texas to the judge Andrew Hanen.

Pope declares death pena
lty inadmissible // Apple r
eaches $1,000,000,000,0

00 value
NEWS BRIEF 8/2/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Pope declares death penalty inadmissible, changing Church's stance. Pope Francis has declared that the Catholic C
hurch will work towards its abolition around the world, the Vatican formally announced Thursday. The change, whic
h has been added to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, makes official a position that the Pope has articulated si
nce he became pontiff. // Apple just became the first American public company to cross $1 trillion in value. The iPho
ne maker achieved that big number on Thursday when the stock passed $207.04 a share. Its new all-time high is $2
07.05. Apple is now up more than 20% this year. Shares surged after Apple reported earnings that topped forecasts
and a healthy outlook on Wednesday.

Apple reaches $1,000,00
0,000,000 value // Ivanka
Trump: Family separation

s a 'low point
NEWS BRIEF 8/2/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Apple just became the first American public company to cross $1 trillion in value. The iPhone maker achieved that b
ig number on Thursday when the stock passed $207.04 a share. Its new all-time high is $207.05. Apple is now up m
ore than 20% this year. Shares surged after Apple reported earnings that topped forecasts and a healthy outlook on
Wednesday. // In a press conference Ivanka Trump admitted that the separation of families was "a low point" of his
father's presidency. Ivanka distanced herself from some of her father's most controversial policies and strident rhet
oric, saying she is "vehemently against" family separations and that journalists are not the enemy.
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Ivanka Trump: Family sep
arations a 'low point // Po
pe declares death penalty

inadmissible
NEWS BRIEF 8/2/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

In a press conference Ivanka Trump admitted that the separation of families was "a low point" of his father's presid
ency. Ivanka distanced herself from some of her father's most controversial policies and strident rhetoric, saying sh
e is "vehemently against" family separations and that journalists are not the enemy. // Pope declares death penalty
inadmissible, changing Church's stance. Pope Francis has declared that the Catholic Church will work towards its ab
olition around the world, the Vatican formally announced Thursday. The change, which has been added to the Cate
chism of the Catholic Church, makes official a position that the Pope has articulated since he became pontiff.

TSA SECURITY SCREENIN
G DESPIERTA AMERICA 8/2/2018 7:30AM 0:30

TSA is considering allowing thousands of passengers to board commercial airplanes across the United States withou
t being screened. That is according to some documents in which an elimination of security screening will occur at s
mall and some medium-sized airports that operate commercial planes with 60 seats or fewer.  TSA's recent cost an
alysis estimates the move would save $115 million, that could be used to bolster security at large airports. The pro
posal says screening would be eliminated at more than 150 airports. TSA currently screens passengers at 440 airpo
rts. According to the proposal, passengers and luggage arriving from these smaller airports would be screened whe
n they arrive at major ones.

PARENTS GO ON HUNGER
STRIKE TO PROTEST INCA
RCERATION IN FAMILY DE

TENTION CENTERS
UNIVISION EDICION DIGITAL 8/2/2018 12:10 PM 1:00

Parents who remain in the detention center for families in Karnes, Texas will not eat or obey the orders given to the
m by officials. Their children will also not complete any of the school activities. This is the way families are protestin
g their enforced incarceration while the courts figure out their legal status. They are requesting that their cases be r
esolved immediately and for authorities to either allow them to continue their asylum cases in freedom or deport th
em.

Trump bashes media sev
eral times //

US wants ACLU to take le
ad on reuniting separated

families
NEWS BRIEF 8/3/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

At a rally in Pennsylvania, President Donald Trump tore into the media, saying journalists have diminished what he
accomplished at his Singapore summit with North Korea leader Kim Jong Un. Trump said Thursday night that the m
edia offers up "fake, fake disgusting news." He also questioned the tough questioning he received during his meetin
g in Finland with Russia's Vladimir Putin last month. // The Trump administration and the American Civil Liberties Un
ion are proposing widely divergent plans on how to reunite hundreds of children with their deported parents after b
eing separated at the U.S.-Mexico border. The administration puts the onus on the ACLU in a court filing Thursday i
n San Diego, asking that the organization use its "considerable resources" to find parents in their home countries. T
he ACLU, which has sued on behalf of separated parents, calls for the administration to take "significant and promp
t steps" to find the parents on their own.

Sexual abuses at detentio
n centers NOTICIERO UNIVISION 8/3/18 6:32 PM 2:00

A youth care worker for Southwest Key has been charged with 11 sex offenses after authorities accused him of mol
esting at least eight unaccompanied immigrant boys over nearly a year at one of the company's shelters in Mesa, A
rizona, federal court records show.  The allegations against Levian D. Pacheco, who is HIV-positive, include that he
performed oral sex on two of the teenagers and tried to force one of them to penetrate him anally. The other six te
ens - all between 15 and 17 - said Pacheco had groped them through their clothing. All of the incidents are alleged t
o have taken place between August 2016 and July 2017, according to a court filing last week that laid out the gover
nment's case. The case, initially investigated by local police, is now proceeding through U.S. District Court in Phoeni
x. Pacheco had worked at Southwest Keys’ Casa Kokopelli shelter, one of eight the company runs in Arizona, since
May 2016.
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US wants ACLU to take le
ad on reuniting separated

families //
Houston Texas, cardiologi

st fatal shooting
NEWS BRIEF 8/3/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The Trump administration and the American Civil Liberties Union are proposing widely divergent plans on how to re
unite hundreds of children with their deported parents after being separated at the U.S.-Mexico border. The adminis
tration puts the onus on the ACLU in a court filing Thursday in San Diego, asking that the organization use its "consi
derable resources" to find parents in their home countries. The ACLU, which has sued on behalf of separated parent
s, calls for the administration to take "significant and prompt steps" to find the parents on their own. // In Texas, the
human hunt of Joseph Pappas, the main suspect of murdering a prominent cardiologist, ends. Pappas, committed s
uicide after being cornered by the authorities of Houston.

Houston Texas, cardiologi
st fatal shooting

 Trump bashes media sev
eral times

NEWS BRIEF 8/3/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

In Texas, the human hunt of Joseph Pappas, the main suspect of murdering a prominent cardiologist, ends. Pappas,
committed suicide after being cornered by the authorities of Houston. // At a rally in Pennsylvania, President Donald
Trump tore into the media, saying journalists have diminished what he accomplished at his Singapore summit with
North Korea leader Kim Jong Un. Trump said Thursday night that the media offers up "fake, fake disgusting news."
He also questioned the tough questioning he received during his meeting in Finland with Russia's Vladimir Putin last
month.

U.S. ADDED JOBS IN JULY;
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE SL

IPS
NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION

DIGITAL 8/3/2018 12:14 PM 1:00
The Labor Department released its figures for July, providing a fresh snapshot of the American economy. 157,000 jo
bs were added last month and unemployment fell to 3.9 percent, from 4 percent. Average hourly earnings rose by
7 cents to $27.05. Hispanic unemployment slipped to 4.5 percent.

BORDER WALL AND SEXU
AL ALLEGATIONS PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/4/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

President Trump once again threatened with a government shutdown if Congress does not give him the necessary f
unds to build the border wall with Mexico. Also, legislators are requesting an investigation into allegations of sexual,
physical and emotional abuse in immigrant detention centers.

TRIAL OF PAUL MANAFOR
T AND 3D GUNS PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/4/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We analyze the start of the trial of Paul Manafort, former chairman of the presidential campaign of President Trump.
This as a result of the investigation, of special prosecutor Robert Mueller, into alleged interference in the 2016 elect
ions. In addition, we talk about the controversy surrounding the so-called plastic pistols or 3D guns.

FIGHT AGAINST HUMAN T
RAFFICKING PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/4/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

This week commemorated the Day Against Human Trafficking, better known as the 21st century slavery. The most
recent statistics revealed that there are some 21 million people who are victims of human trafficking. We spoke wit
h Ileana Garcia, undersecretary of press of the Department of National Security, and with Andrea Rojas, director of
strategic initiation of Polaris, a nonprofit organization that seeks to combat and prevent this type of crime, on what
are the main challenges to combat the trafficking of human beings.
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Gun Control, School Shoo
tings NOTICIERO UNIVISION 8/4/2018 6:27 AM 2:07

Some survivors of one of the deadliest school shootings in American history joined a march just outside Washington
on Saturday to protest National Rifle Association efforts to block gun control laws and bans on assault rifles. The sur
vivors from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, where 17 students and staff members were
killed on February 14, participated in the "March on NRA" at the lobbying group's national headquarters in Fairfax,
Virginia. The victims were allegedly killed by former fellow student Nikolas Cruz, who police said was armed with an
AR-15-style rifle. Several students from Great Mills High School in a Maryland suburb near Washington said they als
o planned to attend the rally. Great Mills students were pushed into the national spotlight when student Austin Rolli
ns, 17, fatally shot classmate Jaelynn Willey, 16, and injured Desmond Barnes, 14. Rollins died of a self-inflicted gun
shot wound during a confrontation with a school resource officer. Other anti-gun protests were planned around the
country, according to the gun control advocacy group National March on NRA, which organized the events. Proteste
rs demanded that the Internal Revenue Service revoke the NRA's tax-exempt status, said access to downloadable b
lueprints for 3D printed guns should be prohibited, and called on lawmakers to approve tougher gun control laws.

Venezuela failed attempt
to Maduro // Trump Russi

a investigation
NEWS BRIEF 8/6/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Venezuelan investigators hunting for assailants behind a failed attempt to assassinate President Nicolas Maduro wit
h explosives-laden drones have raided hotels and seized vehicles while grilling six suspects for details of the plot. T
he socialist government alleged Sunday that the detained suspects conspired with others in Miami and the capital o
f neighboring Colombia, though they offered no specific evidence. // President Donald Trump appears to have chan
ged his story about a 2016 meeting at Trump Tower that is pivotal to the special counsel's investigation, tweeting t
hat his son met with a Kremlin-connected lawyer to collect information about his political opponent. Trump wrote in
a Sunday tweet: "This was a meeting to get information on an opponent, totally legal and done all the time in politic
s - and it went nowhere." He said he did not know about it.

Trump Russia investigatio
n // Italy explosion NEWS BRIEF 8/6/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

President Donald Trump appears to have changed his story about a 2016 meeting at Trump Tower that is pivotal to
the special counsel's investigation, tweeting that his son met with a Kremlin-connected lawyer to collect informatio
n about his political opponent. Trump wrote in a Sunday tweet: "This was a meeting to get information on an oppon
ent, totally legal and done all the time in politics - and it went nowhere." He said he did not know about it. // In Italy
after a strong explosion near Bologna, a bridge collapsed leaving at least one dead and a little more than 60 injured
. The detonation was caused by the accident of a truck carrying flammable substances and exploded on impact.

Attempted attack against
President Nicolas Maduro NEWS BRIEF 8/6/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Venezuelan investigators hunting for assailants behind a failed attempt to assassinate President Nicolas Maduro wit
h explosives-laden drones have raided hotels and seized vehicles while grilling six suspects for details of the plot. T
he socialist government alleged Sunday that the detained suspects conspired with others in Miami and the capital o
f neighboring Colombia, though they offered no specific evidence.

DEADLINE TO SIGN UP FO
R TEMPORARY PROTECTE

D STATUS REACHED
NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION

DIGITAL 8/6/2018 12:08 PM 1:00
On August 6, the deadline for more than 80 thousand Hondurans to sign up for Temporary Protected Status(TPS) w
as reached, this is the last extension granted by the government. Approximately 56 thousand people will lose their
right to live and work in the U.S. and will be vulnerable to deportation. This past registration extension helped more
than 44 thousand Hondurans renew their work permit until January 5,2020.
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Immigrant childrent held i
n captivity NOTICIERO UNIVISION 8/6/2018 6:39 AM 1:34

Children in captivity  NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 08/06/2018 6:39 1:34 Authorities swarmed a filthy compound in
rural New Mexico on Friday and rescued 11 children, ages 1 to 15, after an armed standoff with one of two men, wh
o have since been arrested. Eight members of the Taos County Sheriff's Office converged on the residence in Amali
a, described by authorities as a "makeshift compound" surrounded by tires and an earthen berm that had no electri
city or running water, after securing a warrant to search the remote property for a missing 3-year-old boy who was
allegedly kidnapped from Georgia by his father, 39-year-old Siraj Wahhaj. Instead, deputies found five adults and 1
1 other children who "looked like third-world country refugees," living in squalor with little food and no clean water,
according. The three females believed to be the mothers of the eleven children, Jany Leveille age 35, Hujrah Wahha
j age 38, and Subhannah Wahhaj age 35 were arrested without incident in Taos and were later booked in the Taos
Adult Detention Center.

Incoming Colombia presid
ent faces long list of chall
enges // California fire ex
plodes in size, is now larg

est in state history

NEWS BRIEF 8/7/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The young protégé of a powerful former president is being sworn in as Colombia’s new leader Tuesday, tasked with
guiding the implementation of a peace accord with leftist rebels that remains on shaky ground. Forty-two-year-old I
van Duque will be the youngest Colombian chief of state ever elected in a popular vote when he is sworn into office
at Bogota’s Plaza Bolivar. The prematurely graying father of three describes himself as a centrist who will unite the
nation at a time when many are still fiercely divided over the peace agreement that ended more than five decades
of bloody conflict. // Catastrophic wildfires continue to ravage California, as one blaze nearly doubled in size over th
e last three days, making it the largest in the state's history. No one has been injured in the Mendocino Complex Fir
e, which consists of two fires -- the Ranch Fire and the River Fire -- burning around Clear Lake, in several counties in
Northern California.

California fire explodes in
size, is now largest in stat
e history // Italy: tanker tr

uck explosion
NEWS BRIEF 8/7/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Catastrophic wildfires continue to ravage California, as one blaze nearly doubled in size over the last three days, m
aking it the largest in the state's history. No one has been injured in the Mendocino Complex Fire, which consists of
two fires -- the Ranch Fire and the River Fire -- burning around Clear Lake, in several counties in Northern California.
// In Italy, the prime minister visited the victims of the shock and explosion of a truck that transported gas in bologn
a. The driver died, and more than 60 people were injured after the partial collapse of a bridge after the accident.

Italy: tanker truck explosi
on // Incoming Colombia

president faces long list o
f challenges

NEWS BRIEF 8/7/18 7:00PM

In Italy, the prime minister visited the victims of the shock and explosion of a truck that transported gas in bologna.
The driver died, and more than 60 people were injured after the partial collapse of a bridge after the accident. // Th
e young protégé of a powerful former president is being sworn in as Colombia’s new leader Tuesday, tasked with gu
iding the implementation of a peace accord with leftist rebels that remains on shaky ground. Forty-two-year-old Iva
n Duque will be the youngest Colombian chief of state ever elected in a popular vote when he is sworn into office at
Bogota’s Plaza Bolivar. The prematurely graying father of three describes himself as a centrist who will unite the na
tion at a time when many are still fiercely divided over the peace agreement that ended more than five decades of
bloody conflict.
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EXPIRED VISAS NOTICIERO UNIVISION 8/7/2018 11:39 PM 1:54

More than 606,000 people who entered with temporary visas in 2017 stayed in the U.S. with expired visas, among t
hem just over 47,500 from Mexico, according to a released by the Department of Homeland Security. The report an
alyzes the figures of foreigners who entered by sea and air as tourists, students, traders, exchange visitors, tempor
ary workers, and in other non-immigrant categories, in the period between October 1, 2016 and September 1, 2017
. The immigration authorities processed the entry of just over 52.6 million visitors to the U.S. by sea and air through
out fiscal year 2017. Of that number, 701,900 people, or 1.33%, let their visas expire, although most of them event
ually left the country. In which 98.67% of people with nonimmigrant visas left the U.S. fulfilling the terms of their ad
mission to the country.

Elba Esther Gordillo, was
released  // People overst

aying their visas
NEWS BRIEF 8/8/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The former leader of the national union of education workers in Mexico Elba Esther Gordillo, was released and was
acquitted of the two latest allegations that he had for money laundering and organized crime. The trade unionist wa
s arrested in February 2013 // More than 700 thousand foreigners stayed in the united states in 2016-2017 even wh
en their visas had expired, representing 40 percent of the 11 million undocumented.

People overstaying their
visas // DACA Latest NEWS BRIEF 8/8/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

More than 700 thousand foreigners stayed in the united states in 2016-2017 even when their visas had expired, rep
resenting 40 percent of the 11 million undocumented. // Opponents of a President Barack Obama-era program shiel
ding young immigrants from deportation will go before a federal judge who they hope will rule that the program can
not continue.   Three federal judges have ruled against President Donald Trump's administration's efforts to end Def
erred Action for Childhood Arrivals. But a new lawsuit was filed in Texas before Judge Andrew Hanen, the same judg
e who ended another Obama effort to expand protections for immigrants in the U.S. illegally.

DACA Latest // Elba Esthe
r Gordillo, was released NEWS BRIEF 8/8/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Opponents of a President Barack Obama-era program shielding young immigrants from deportation will go before a
federal judge who they hope will rule that the program cannot continue.   Three federal judges have ruled against P
resident Donald Trump's administration's efforts to end Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. But a new lawsuit wa
s filed in Texas before Judge Andrew Hanen, the same judge who ended another Obama effort to expand protection
s for immigrants in the U.S. illegally. // The former leader of the national union of education workers in Mexico Elba
Esther Gordillo, was released and was acquitted of the two latest allegations that he had for money laundering and
organized crime. The trade unionist was arrested in February 2013

THE FUTURE OF DACA DESPIERTA AMERICA 8/8/2018 7:00 AM 2:00

Restore or block the "DACA" program. That is the crucial decision that the federal judge "Andrew Hanen" would tak
e after listening to arguments of the parties in a hearing. The magistrate failed in a demand formulated by seven st
ates, leaded by Texas, whose taxes argue that the deferred action is unconstitutional. Pro-Immigrant activists woul
d assume the defense in court. DREAMers will be left with no protection and up for deportation if the program is can
celed.

Video of Parkland school
shooter talking with detec
tive is released // Ice raid
s at Nebraska y Minnesot

a.

NEWS BRIEF 8/9/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Several hours of video showing the interrogation of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooter Nikolas Cruz, w
ho spoke about a voice in his head, were released by prosecutors in Florida. Cruz told a detective shortly after the F
ebruary massacre that a voice in his head the night before the shooting told him to hurt people. Cruz is accused of
killing 17 students and faculty staff. // While immigrants detained in a large federal law enforcement operation cond
ucted wednesday were being processed in the ice facility in grand island, nebraska protesters rallied against the fe
deral governments actions.
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Ice raids at Nebraska y Mi
nnesota.// U.S Army Lates

t
NEWS BRIEF 8/9/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

While immigrants detained in a large federal law enforcement operation conducted wednesday were being process
ed in the ice facility in grand island, nebraska protesters rallied against the federal governments actions. // The unit
ed states army suspended the dismissal of immigrant recruits that were looking for a way to obtain citizenship und
er a special program. High rank officials received orders to leave the processing of the discussions

U.S Army Latest // Video
of Parkland school shoote
r talking with detective is

released
NEWS BRIEF 8/9/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The united states army suspended the dismissal of immigrant recruits that were looking for a way to obtain citizens
hip under a special program. High rank officials received orders to leave the processing of the discussions // Several
hours of video showing the interrogation of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooter Nikolas Cruz, who spok
e about a voice in his head, were released by prosecutors in Florida. Cruz told a detective shortly after the February
massacre that a voice in his head the night before the shooting told him to hurt people. Cruz is accused of killing 17
students and faculty staff.

Judge Threatens Sessions
Over Two Deportations //
Tougher laws for foreign s
tudents who stay longer t

han allowed in the U.S

NEWS BRIEF 8/10/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Yesterday, federal judge Emmett Sullivan suspended the ongoing deportation of a Salvadoran mother and her daug
hter and threatened to declare in contempt of Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Secretary of National Security Kirstjen
Nielsen and other senior officials of that agency; in case they did not return them to the country. // The Office of Citi
zenship and Immigration Services said that "the revised final guidance on illegal presence for students and exchang
e visitors" was developed and revised "after considering the comments received during a 30-day period, which end
ed on June 11, 2018. "

Tougher laws for foreign s
tudents who stay longer t
han allowed in the U.S //
Melania Trump used visa
opposed by her husband t
o get her parents' citizens

hip

NEWS BRIEF 8/10/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The Office of Citizenship and Immigration Services said that "the revised final guidance on illegal presence for stude
nts and exchange visitors" was developed and revised "after considering the comments received during a 30-day p
eriod, which ended on June 11, 2018. " // The first lady used a visa criticized by Trump to obtain the citizenship to h
er parents. The in-laws of the president already officially have the status, which they obtained through the sponsors
hip of Melania, one of the categories of family visas that the government wants to eliminate.

Melania Trump used visa
opposed by her husband t
o get her parents' citizens
hip // Judge Threatens Ses
sions Over Two Deportati

ons

NEWS BRIEF 8/10/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The first lady used a visa criticized by Trump to obtain the citizenship to her parents. The in-laws of the president al
ready officially have the status, which they obtained through the sponsorship of Melania, one of the categories of fa
mily visas that the government wants to eliminate. // Yesterday, federal judge Emmett Sullivan suspended the ongo
ing deportation of a Salvadoran mother and her daughter and threatened to declare in contempt of Attorney Gener
al Jeff Sessions, Secretary of National Security Kirstjen Nielsen and other senior officials of that agency; in case they
did not return them to the country.

A NASAL SPRAY SOLD AT
CVS DRUG STORES NATIO
NWIDE IS BEING RECALLE

D

 NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 8/10/18 12:21 PM 1:00

Bottles of CVS health 12-hour sinus relief nasal mist could be contaminated with a bacterium called pseudomonas a
eruginosa. According to the food and drug administration, using the nose spray could cause slight illness in most pe
ople. But for people with cystic fibrosis or immune disorders, the bacterium can be deadly. There have been no rep
orts of illness associated with the nasal spray so far. Anybody who has purchased it should throw it away or return i
t to c-v-s.
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RUSSIAN 2016 INTERFERE
NCE PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/11/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talk about Robert Mueller's investigation into the Russian interference in the 2016 election. President Trump's la
wyers rejected the terms offered by the special prosecutor to interview the president. In addition, we talk about the
special elections and what we can expect for the November elections.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/11/2018 11:00 AM 8:00
We include a PKG by Idaliz Ortiz on economic sanctions against Iran, restored by President Trump. We also tackled t
he issue of immigration. A new White House initiative could further complicate the naturalization process for legal r
esidents who have used some kind of social benefit. On the other hand, Attorney General Jeff Sessions promised to
defend the elimination of the Deferred Action program.

NEW PRESIDENT OF COL
OMBIA PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/11/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

 Iván Duque is the new president of Colombia, one of the youngest in the history of the country. We analyze the cha
llenges he faces and if he will be able to implement the peace agreements signed in 2016. In addition, in Venezuela
the investigation continues into the alleged assassination attempt against President Nicolás Maduro who claims to h
ave evidence linking former Colombian President Manuel Santos in the incident.

UNCERTAINTY AMONG DA
CA PROGRAM PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/18/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

 We talk about the uncertainty surrounding the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals Program(DACA). Because of t
his it has been reported that many DREAMers have had difficulty getting a job. In addition, we analyze the future of
the program if they confirm Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court.

YOUNG ACTIVISTS SUE G
OVERNMENT FOR NOT PR
EVENTING CLIMATE CHAN
GE ENDANGERING ENVIR
ONMENT FOR FUTURE GE

NERATIONS

 NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 8/13/2018 `12:21 2:00

The 18-year-old Xuhtezcatl Martinez is making history alongside his 21 fellow young activists in demanding that the
Federal Government take responsibility for global warming. Together they have brought a lawsuit against the gover
nment demanding that it protect the environment of future generations of Americans. Martinez is the Director of Ea
rth Guardians, a non-profit organization working to stop climate change.

PEOPLE DONATING FREQ
UENT FLYER MILES TO RE
UNITE FAMILIES SEPARAT
ED AT THE US-MEXICO BO

RDER

 NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 8/14/2018 12:14 PM 2:00

After a viral tweet from a woman who donated her miles, people have now donated more than 7.3 million frequent f
lyer miles to a non-profit organization called Miles4Migrants whose focus is reuniting families separated by political
conflicts around the world. They work to obtain the airlines' help to use the donated miles. Before Wilensky's tweet
went viral, the two-year-old American organization had received a total of 3.1 million miles but 48 hours after Wilen
sky's tweet, Miles4Migrants had received 4.5 million miles.

FDA WEIGHING A BAN ON
FLAVORED E-CIGARETTE

LIQUIDS NOTICIERO
 NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION

DIGITAL 8/15/2018 12:12 PM 1:00

More than 2 million middle school, high school and college teens use E-cigarettes making them the most popular to
bacco product among teens: Nearly 12 percent of high school students and 3 percent of middle school students use
d the device in the past 30 days, according to the 2017 National Youth Tobacco Survey released in June. The FDA is
considering whether to restrict or even ban flavors in the liquid and is investigating youth marketing by Juul, which
attracts young vapers with its nicotine-packed products, easily hidden USB size and alluring social media presence.
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REVOKED PREIVILEGES F
OR JOHN BRENNAN PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/18/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talk about the decision of President Trump to revoke the privileges of access to confidential information to form
er CIA director, John Brennan. In addition, former Trump adviser Omarosa Manigault Newman leaked conversations
she had with the president, the chief of staff and other colleagues while she worked at the White House.

SEXUAL ABUSE IN CATHO
LIC CHURCH PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL 8/18/2018 11:00 AM 6:00

We talk about the massive case of child sexual abuse by priests of the Catholic Church in Pennsylvania. The attorne
y general of that state released a report of almost 1,400 pages revealing that for decades; more than 300 priests a
bused at least 1,000 boys and girls. We speak with criminal lawyer, Joseph Malouf, and with Rey Flores, of the Orga
nization of Catholic Speakers.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETW
EEN MEXICO AND THE U.S
. WILL EVOLVE WITH A NE
W MEXICAN PRESIDENT.

AL PUNTO 8/19/2018  10:00 AM 7:22 Hernandez explains how the relationship between Mexico and the U.S. could change on critical issues like trade and
immigration once Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador takes office on December 1st.

Pope: we abandoned the l
ittle ones // Criminal char
ges are being prepared M

ichael Cohen
NEWS BRIEF 8/20/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Pope talked on pennsylvania sex abuse report"we showed no care for the little ones; we abandoned them.", they re
quire us forcefully to condemn these atrocities and join forces in uprooting this culture of death; these wounds neve
r go away," the pope wrote. // Criminal charges are being prepared against Michael Cohen, and federal prosecutors
could announce them by the end of the month. Cohen, President Trump's longtime "fixer," is being investigated for
possible fraud and campaign finance violations related to the $130,000 payment to stormy daniels. And the new yo
rk times reported last night that investigators are also looking at more than $20 million in loans cohen received for
himself and his family's taxi business.

Criminal charges are bein
g prepared Michael Cohe
n // Paul Manafort's trials

NEWS BRIEF 8/20/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Criminal charges are being prepared against Michael Cohen, and federal prosecutors could announce them by the e
nd of the month. Cohen, President Trump's longtime "fixer," is being investigated for possible fraud and campaign fi
nance violations related to the $130,000 payment to stormy daniels. And the new york times reported last night tha
t investigators are also looking at more than $20 million in loans cohen received for himself and his family's taxi bu
siness. // The first major trial of special counsel robert mueller's probe into russian interference in the 2016 preside
nt election, has reached a verdict. Former trump campaign chairman paul manafort is found guilty of 5 tax fraud ch
arges, 1 charge of hiding foreign bank accounts, and two counts of bank fraud.

Paul Manafort's trials // Po
pe: we abandoned the litt

le ones
NEWS BRIEF 8/20/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The first major trial of special counsel robert mueller's probe into russian interference in the 2016 president election
, has reached a verdict. Former trump campaign chairman paul manafort is found guilty of 5 tax fraud charges, 1 ch
arge of hiding foreign bank accounts, and two counts of bank fraud. // Pope talked on pennsylvania sex abuse repor
t"we showed no care for the little ones; we abandoned them.", they require us forcefully to condemn these atrocitie
s and join forces in uprooting this culture of death; these wounds never go away," the pope wrote.

Man accused of killing pre
gnant wife // Deported fro
m U.S. Back to Germany

NEWS BRIEF 8/21/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

A Colorado man accused of killing his pregnant wife and two young daughters allegedly claims he walked in on his
wife strangling their two children, a police affidavit stated. He has not yet entered a plea and is due in court for a he
aring on Tuesday. It is unknown if Watts has hired an attorney. // Finally and at his 95 years a militant of the Nazi w
as deported. It's about Jakiw Palig who came to the United States after the Second World War and had identified hi
mself as a Farmer.
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Deported from U.S. Back
to Germany // Houston’s

girl left in car
NEWS BRIEF 8/21/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Finally and at his 95 years a militant of the Nazi was deported. It's about Jakiw Palig who came to the United States
after the Second World War and had identified himself as a Farmer. // In Texas, a minor of 3 years old remained sev
eral hours inside her father's vehicle, after forgetting to leave her in the nursery. Authorities found the minor alive,
although disoriented and dehydrated, so she was taken to the hospital in stable condition.

Houston’s girl left in car //
Man accused of killing pre

gnant wife
NEWS BRIEF 8/21/18 7:00PM

In Texas, a minor of 3 years old remained several hours inside her father's vehicle, after forgetting to leave her in t
he nursery. Authorities found the minor alive, although disoriented and dehydrated, so she was taken to the hospita
l in stable condition. // A Colorado man accused of killing his pregnant wife and two young daughters allegedly clai
ms he walked in on his wife strangling their two children, a police affidavit stated. He has not yet entered a plea an
d is due in court for a hearing on Tuesday. It is unknown if Watts has hired an attorney.

Manafort convicted on 8 c
ounts //

Cohen plea. NEWS BRIEF 8/22/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Yesterday was perhaps the worst day so far in the presidency of Trump. And is that his former campaign adviser Pa
ul Manafort, was found guilty of 8 of the 18 charges that are accused. He was taken to trial by Mueller as part of the
investigation into Russiagate. // Congressional Republicans are largely avoiding speculation that the guilty plea by
Michael Cohen could potentially implicate the President in campaign finance violations. In a New York court, Cohen
entered a plea deal and said that "in coordination and at the direction of a candidate for federal office" he had kept
information that would have been harmful to the candidate and the campaign from becoming public.

Cohen plea. //Undocumen
ted man confessed the m

urder of Mollie Tibbets
NEWS BRIEF 8/22/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Congressional Republicans are largely avoiding speculation that the guilty plea by Michael Cohen could potentially i
mplicate the President in campaign finance violations. In a New York court, Cohen entered a plea deal and said that
"in coordination and at the direction of a candidate for federal office" he had kept information that would have been
harmful to the candidate and the campaign from becoming public. // In Iowa, an undocumented man identified as C
hristian Bahena Rivera confessed that he murdered Mollie Tibbetts after the girl went jogging and was approached
by him. Mollie had been missing for a month

Undocumented man confessed the murder of Mollie Tibbets  // Manafort convicted on 8 countsNEWS BRIEF 8/22/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

In Iowa, an undocumented man identified as Christian Bahena Rivera confessed that he murdered Mollie Tibbetts af
ter the girl went jogging and was approached by him. Mollie had been missing for a month // Yesterday was perhap
s the worst day so far in the presidency of Trump. And is that his former campaign adviser Paul Manafort, was foun
d guilty of 8 of the 18 charges that are accused. He was taken to trial by Mueller as part of the investigation into Ru
ssiagate.

Guns for public schools pr
oposal // Trump likes Pres

ident of Mexico
NEWS BRIEF 8/23/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos is considering proposing to allow states to use federal money to purchase guns fo
r public schools. The controversial measure is a follow-up on the Trump administration response to the Parkland sho
oting in Florida and other similar incidents. // President Trump made an unusual comment. At an event he said he li
kes Mexico and López Obrador, because he said he feels better about a president who is not a capitalist.

Trump likes President of
Mexico // Trump criticized

Jeff Sessions
NEWS BRIEF 8/23/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

President Trump made an unusual comment. At an event he said he likes Mexico and López Obrador, because he sa
id he feels better about a president who is not a capitalist. // President Donald Trump Friday morning urged Jeff Ses
sions to "look into all of the corruption on the 'other side''' after the U.S. attorney general disputed Trump's assertio
n a day earlier that Sessions had failed to take control of the Department of Justice. Sessions defended his performa
nce.
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Trump criticized Jeff Sessi
ons // Guns for public sch

ools proposal
NEWS BRIEF 8/23/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

President Donald Trump Friday morning urged Jeff Sessions to "look into all of the corruption on the 'other side''' aft
er the U.S. attorney general disputed Trump's assertion a day earlier that Sessions had failed to take control of the
Department of Justice. Sessions defended his performance. // Education Secretary Betsy DeVos is considering propo
sing to allow states to use federal money to purchase guns for public schools. The controversial measure is a follow
-up on the Trump administration response to the Parkland shooting in Florida and other similar incidents.

National Enquirer hidden
trump information // Cohe

n pleaded guilty
NEWS BRIEF 8/24/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

David Pecker, a longtime friend of President Donald Trump and CEO of AMI, the parent company of the National Enq
uirer, was granted immunity by federal prosecutors in exchange for information about Michael Cohen, the president
's longtime fixer and personal attorney. // Cohen pleaded guilty this week to eight counts that included campaign fi
nance violations spawned from hush money agreements with two women, Stormy Daniels and Karen McDougal, wh
o claim to have had affairs with Trump. The president has denied their accusations, either directly or through spoke
spersons. Cohen said he made those payments "in coordination and at the direction of a candidate for federal office
," referring to then-candidate Donald Trump.

Cohen pleaded guilty // H
urricane Lane latest NEWS BRIEF 8/24/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Cohen pleaded guilty this week to eight counts that included campaign finance violations spawned from hush mone
y agreements with two women, Stormy Daniels and Karen McDougal, who claim to have had affairs with Trump. Th
e president has denied their accusations, either directly or through spokespersons. Cohen said he made those pay
ments "in coordination and at the direction of a candidate for federal office," referring to then-candidate Donald Tru
mp. // The hurricane lane continues to affect Hawaii. Torrential rains have caused landslides that blocked streets on
a large island, where 20 inches of rain were recorded, where it advances with sustained winds of 105 miles per hour
.

Hurricane Lane latest // N
ational Enquirer hidden tr

ump information
NEWS BRIEF 8/24/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The hurricane lane continues to affect Hawaii. Torrential rains have caused landslides that blocked streets on a larg
e island, where 20 inches of rain were recorded, where it advances with sustained winds of 105 miles per hour. // D
avid Pecker, a longtime friend of President Donald Trump and CEO of AMI, the parent company of the National Enqu
irer, was granted immunity by federal prosecutors in exchange for information about Michael Cohen, the president'
s longtime fixer and personal attorney.

RUSSIAN 2016 INTERFERE
NCE POLITICA YA 8/25/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talk about the investigation of Russian meddling in the 2016 elections. President Trump’s former lawyer, Michae
l Cohen, pleaded guilty to tax fraud and the violation of electoral rules. In addition, Paul Manafort, Trump’s former c
ampaign manager was found guilty of eight of the 18 charges against him.

SEXUAL ABUSE IN CATHO
LIC CHURCH POLITICA YA 8/25/2018 11:00 AM 8:05

The release of a report on the sexual abuse of some 300 priests against over a thousand children continues to caus
e controversy. Pope Francis broke the silence of the church to these accusations and indicated that the Catholic Ch
urch will now have zero tolerances with the abusers and the dissemblers.

CYBERBULLYING POLITICA YA 8/25/2018 11:00 AM 5:55
We address the issue of cyberbullying. This type of harassment has become the most common form of "bullying" an
d with the start of a new school year, many parents wonder what the profile of a bullied child is and how this type o
f harassment can be prevented. Our guest include; Rocío Inclán Rodríguez of the National Association of Education
and Lilian Medina-Romero, expert in combat issues and violence prevention of the organization Becky's Fund.
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John McCain Honors // Ma
ss shooting Jacksonville NEWS BRIEF 8/27/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The departure of Senator McCain is marked by disputes with Trump who said that McCain was not a true war hero,
but a prisoner. Mccain asked Trump not to attend his funeral, which will take place on Wednesday at the Capitol in
Arizona and Friday in Washington, D.C.// Authorities say a gunman opened-fire at an online video game tournament
in Florida, killing two people before fatally shooting himself as a livestream of the event appeared to capture gunfir
e, shouts and screams. Nine other people were wounded by gunfire and two others had been hurt in the chaos as p
eople sought to flee. The suspect died of a self-inflicted gunshot and authorities were still confirming his identity. H
e says he has no immediate motive for the shooting.

Mass shooting Jacksonvill
e // Former vatican officia
l is calling for Pope Franci

s to resign
NEWS BRIEF 8/27/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Authorities say a gunman opened-fire at an online video game tournament in Florida, killing two people before fatall
y shooting himself as a livestream of the event appeared to capture gunfire, shouts and screams. Nine other people
were wounded by gunfire and two others had been hurt in the chaos as people sought to flee. The suspect died of a
self-inflicted gunshot and authorities were still confirming his identity. He says he has no immediate motive for the
shooting. // Former archbishop carlo maria vigano says the pope knew about sexual abuse allegations against a u-s
cardinal... But did nothing about it. In an explosive letter, vigano says he told the pope five years ago about the alle
gations against former cardinal theodore mccarrick. But pope francis is refusing to comment on the allegation... Say
ing quote "I will not say a single word on this."

Former vatican official is
calling for Pope Francis to
resign // John McCain Hon

ors
NEWS BRIEF 8/27/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Former archbishop carlo maria vigano says the pope knew about sexual abuse allegations against a u-s cardinal... B
ut did nothing about it. In an explosive letter, vigano says he told the pope five years ago about the allegations agai
nst former cardinal theodore mccarrick. But pope francis is refusing to comment on the allegation... Saying quote "I
will not say a single word on this." // The departure of Senator McCain is marked by disputes with Trump who said t
hat McCain was not a true war hero, but a prisoner. Mccain asked Trump not to attend his funeral, which will take pl
ace on Wednesday at the Capitol in Arizona and Friday in Washington, D.C.

NAFTA USA & CANADA NOTICIERO UNIVISION 8/27/2018 6:31 AM 2:08

President Trump says he intends to terminate the North American Free Trade Agreement and call its replacement "t
he United States-Mexico Trade Agreement" -- a name that would exclude Canada. President Trump made the comm
ents after announcing an "understanding" with Mexico that could lead to an overhaul of the 24-year-old trade pact,
which he has called a job-killing "disaster." Details of the U.S.-Mexico agreement were expected to be unveiled later
.

Trump finally talked abou
t McCain // Trump slams
Google search as rigged

NEWS BRIEF 8/28/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

President Trump is praising late republican Senator John Mccain. Earlier on monday he ignored questions about the
Vietnam war vet and has been mostly silent since his passing on saturday. in front of a group of evangelical leaders
monday evening - Trump expressed his respect for McCain. a written statement from the president also said in part
: "despite differences on policy and politics, i respect senator John McCain's service to our country." // President Don
ald Trump has renewed his claims of bias against conservatives on the internet, accusing Google of rigging its resul
ts to show "bad" stories when users search for "Trump news." "Google search results for 'Trump News' shows only t
he viewing/reporting of Fake News Media," the president said Tuesday on Twitter.

Trump slams Google sear
ch as rigged // A boy of o
nly 9 years old took his o

wn life
NEWS BRIEF 8/28/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

President Donald Trump has renewed his claims of bias against conservatives on the internet, accusing Google of ri
gging its results to show "bad" stories when users search for "Trump news." "Google search results for 'Trump News
' shows only the viewing/reporting of Fake News Media," the president said Tuesday on Twitter. // In Colorado a mot
her is going through a great sorrow after the suicide of her 9 years old son. Apparently, the minor took his own life,
after receiving multiple ridicule from his schoolmates when he told them he was gay.
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A boy of only 9 years old
took his own life // Trump
finally talked about McCai

n
NEWS BRIEF 8/28/18 7:00PM

In Colorado a mother is going through a great sorrow after the suicide of her 9 years old son. Apparently, the minor
took his own life, after receiving multiple ridicule from his schoolmates when he told them he was gay. // President
Trump is praising late republican Senator John Mccain. Earlier on monday he ignored questions about the Vietnam
war vet and has been mostly silent since his passing on saturday. in front of a group of evangelical leaders monday
evening - Trump expressed his respect for McCain. a written statement from the president also said in part: "despit
e differences on policy and politics, i respect senator John McCain's service to our country."

McCain Arizona Services /
/ Texas employer immigr

ation raid
NEWS BRIEF 8/29/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Those who wish to give a final farewell to Sen. John McCain can pay respects at the Arizona State Capitol during the
first of two days of services. A church service will be held on Thursday at North Phoenix Baptist Church. Another vie
wing will be at the U.S. Capitol on Friday, with a final memorial service at the Washington National Cathedral. // Fed
eral agents raided a northeast Texas manufacturing plant Tuesday and detained about 160 alleged undocumented i
mmigrant workers as part of an ongoing criminal investigation into a company that makes vehicle trailers. Immigrat
ion and Customs Enforcement's Homeland Security Investigations office in Dallas said the operation was thought to
be one of the largest of its kind nationally in a decade.

Texas employer immigrat
ion raid // 3D printable gu

ns
NEWS BRIEF 8/29/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Federal agents raided a northeast Texas manufacturing plant Tuesday and detained about 160 alleged undocument
ed immigrant workers as part of an ongoing criminal investigation into a company that makes vehicle trailers. Immi
gration and Customs Enforcement's Homeland Security Investigations office in Dallas said the operation was though
t to be one of the largest of its kind nationally in a decade. // A federal judge has ruled Cody Wilson could not post d
esigns for 3D-printed guns on his website. So, Wilson took advantage of a loophole -- he is selling them directly to c
ustomers.

3D printable guns // McCain Arizona Services NEWS BRIEF 8/29/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

A federal judge has ruled Cody Wilson could not post designs for 3D-printed guns on his website. So, Wilson took ad
vantage of a loophole -- he is selling them directly to customers.  // Those who wish to give a final farewell to Sen. J
ohn McCain can pay respects at the Arizona State Capitol during the first of two days of services. A church service
will be held on Thursday at North Phoenix Baptist Church. Another viewing will be at the U.S. Capitol on Friday, with
a final memorial service at the Washington National Cathedral.

CHILDREN'S ADVIL RECAL
LED/OVERDOSE PRIMER IMPACTO 8/29/2018 5:00PM :20

Pfizer is voluntarily recalling the suspension bubble-gum-flavor, because of a labeling mistake that may accidentally
cause you to give your child too much. The dosage cup is marked in teaspoons, but the label on the bottle is marke
d in milliliters. The recall only affects the four-ounce bottles sold between May and June of this year. If you have it in
your medicine cabinet, return it to the store for a full refund.

FL republican candidate r
acist comments // Balch S
prings, Texas officer sent
ence (protests about it)

NEWS BRIEF 8/30/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Fresh off his victory in the Florida republican gubernatorial primary, representatve Ron Desantis said wednesday th
at voters would "monkey this up" if they elected his african-american democratic opponent, andrew gillum, to be go
vernor. Gillum is the democratic nominee in Florida's gubernatorial contest. He's the first black nominee in the state
's history and is backed by bernie sanders while trump supports desantis. Gillum says desantis is using similar tacti
cs to the president. // A Texas jury has come under criticism from family members of an unarmed black teenager w
ho was fatally shot leaving a house party in suburban Dallas. The same jury that convicted former Balch Springs offi
cer Roy Oliver of murder sentenced him to 15 years in prison, prompting an outcry from the family that the punish
ment was too lenient. Charmaine Edwards, stepmother of 15-year-old Jordan Edwards, said Oliver "can actually see
life again after 15 years."
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Balch Springs, Texas offic
er sentence (protests abo
ut it) // Viral Photo Baby I

nfertility
NEWS BRIEF 8/30/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A Texas jury has come under criticism from family members of an unarmed black teenager who was fatally shot lea
ving a house party in suburban Dallas. The same jury that convicted former Balch Springs officer Roy Oliver of murd
er sentenced him to 15 years in prison, prompting an outcry from the family that the punishment was too lenient. C
harmaine Edwards, stepmother of 15-year-old Jordan Edwards, said Oliver "can actually see life again after 15 years
." // It’s been viral the image of a baby surrounded by a heart made with syringes. Four years, seven attempts, thre
e abortions and 1,616 injections were given to her parents after the in vitro fertilization treatment, which allowed th
em to have the miracle of life!!!

Viral Photo Baby Infertility
// FL republican candidate

racist comments
NEWS BRIEF 8/30/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

It’s been viral the image of a baby surrounded by a heart made with syringes. Four years, seven attempts, three ab
ortions and 1,616 injections were given to her parents after the in vitro fertilization treatment, which allowed them t
o have the miracle of life!!! // Fresh off his victory in the Florida republican gubernatorial primary, representatve Ro
n Desantis said wednesday that voters would "monkey this up" if they elected his african-american democratic opp
onent, andrew gillum, to be governor. Gillum is the democratic nominee in Florida's gubernatorial contest. He's the
first black nominee in the state's history and is backed by bernie sanders while trump supports desantis. Gillum say
s desantis is using similar tactics to the president.

McCain honored as his bo
dy lies in state at the US

Capitol // New Mexico bus
accident

NEWS BRIEF 8/31/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

On friday, McCain came home to the senate one last time, becoming only the 31st person to lie in state in the us ca
pitol, a rare honor reserved for government officials and military officers. While minutes before the sun had shone o
ver the dome, as mccain, carried by an honor guard, ascended the steps, the clouds opened and rain poured down.
// A blown tire on a semi-truck may be to blame for a deadly head-on crash with a commercial passenger bus along
Interstate 40 in New Mexico near the Arizona border, according to authorities. At least seven people were killed in t
he crash and many of the 49 passengers aboard the Greyhound bus were injured although authorities couldn't imm
ediately provide an exact count of how many were hurt or their conditions.

New Mexico bus accident
// Morgan’s Cosmopolitan

controversy
NEWS BRIEF 8/31/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A blown tire on a semi-truck may be to blame for a deadly head-on crash with a commercial passenger bus along In
terstate 40 in New Mexico near the Arizona border, according to authorities. At least seven people were killed in the
crash and many of the 49 passengers aboard the Greyhound bus were injured although authorities couldn't immedi
ately provide an exact count of how many were hurt or their conditions. // Polémica causo en las redes sociales el p
resentador británico Piers Morgan , tras decir que la portada de Cosmopolitan con una modelo de talla grande, es t
an peligrosa y errónea, como celebrar la de modelos talla cero

Morgan’s Cosmopolitan c
ontroversy // McCain hon
ored as his body lies in st

ate at the US Capitol
NEWS BRIEF 8/31/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Polémica causo en las redes sociales el presentador británico Piers Morgan , tras decir que la portada de Cosmopoli
tan con una modelo de talla grande, es tan peligrosa y errónea, como celebrar la de modelos talla cero // On friday,
McCain came home to the senate one last time, becoming only the 31st person to lie in state in the us capitol, a rar
e honor reserved for government officials and military officers. While minutes before the sun had shone over the do
me, as mccain, carried by an honor guard, ascended the steps, the clouds opened and rain poured down.

AAP-KIDS SHOULD STAY I
N REAR-FACING CAR SEA

TS TIL 40 LBS
PRIMER IMPACTO 8/31/2018 5:00PM : 20

The American Academy of Pediatrics now says children should stay in rear-facing car seats until they hit the height
or weight limit for the seat. This new guidance tweaks what we were previously told, that kids should ride rear-facin
g until age two. Using the car seat correctly reduces the risk of death or injury by more than 70-percent. Also all chi
ldren younger than 13 years should be in a vehicle's back seat.
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STUDENT LOANS POLITICA YA 9/1/2018 11:00 AM 5:56

We address the issue of student loans. We include a PKG about what alternatives exist so that university students c
an afford their collegiate studies without the need to take out a loan. In addition, we spoke with Giovanni Rocco, pre
ss associate of "Generation Progress", about how to pay off these student debts and the differences between a fede
ral and a private loan. He also tells us why in the 21st century it is worth it to get into debt to have a professional c
areer.

JOHN McCAIN AND PRIMA
RY ELECTIONS POLITICA YA 9/1/2018 11:00 AM 9:04

We talk about the passing of Arizona Republican Senator John McCain. In addition, President Trump announced that
Don McGahan, lawyer for the White House, would be leaving his post in the fall. We also analyze the results of the p
rimary elections in Arizona, Florida and Oklahoma.

END OF NAFTA POLITICA YA 9/1/2018 11:00 AM 8:00
We analyze the preliminary trade agreement signed between the governments of Mexico and the United States to e
nd the North American Free Trade Agreement. We talk about the impact of this deal. Our guest include; Juan Carlos
Hidalgo of the CATO Institute and Christopher Wilson of the Mexico Institute of the Woodrow Wilson Center.

IMMIGRANT REPRESENTA
TION FUNDS NOTICIERO UNIVISION 9/5/2018 11:43 PM 2:02

New Jersey was supposed to be following New York's lead where the state and city governments have already dedic
ate funds for legal representation for immigrants. So the irony for the 2,000 immigrants held in New Jersey's four de
tention facilities is that if they were arrested by Immigration and Customs Enforcement in New York, they may get a
ccess to a free attorney, giving them a good chance of winning their cases and staying in the U.S. On the other han
d most of those arrested in New Jersey and held in jails like the Essex County Detention Center in Newark do not ge
t representation, greatly increasing their risk of deportation.

MASSACHUSETTS LAWSUI
T

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 9/6/2018   12:00 AM :30

A lawsuit against the Trump administration is seeking monetary damages on behalf of children who were separated
from their parents at the border. The lawsuit aims to create a fund for the mental health treatment of immigrant chi
ldren after the Trump administration adopted a policy requiring anyone who crossed the border illegally to be prose
cuted.

SMALL DEVICE, BIG INNO
VATION  EPILEPSY NEW T

REATMENT
PRIMER IMPACTO 9/7/2018 5:00PM :20

The RNS® system is an award-winning technology developed and manufactured in Silicon Valley that has been rec
ognized for its innovation. Its a small, implantable neurostimulator connected to leads (tiny wires) that are placed in
up to two seizure onset areas. It comes with a simple remote monitor that you use at home to wirelessly collect info
rmation from the neurostimulator and then transfer it to the Patient Data Management System (PDMS).

SEXUAL HEALTH DAY POLITICA YA 9/8/18 11:00 AM 6:00
World Sexual Health Day was celebrated this week. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in
the last four years there has been a dramatic increase in sexually transmitted diseases in the United States. Obstet
rician gynecologist David Downing explains how serious the recurrence of these diseases are in the Hispanic comm
unity.

JUDGE BRETT KAVANAUG
H POLITICA YA 9/8/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talk about Judge Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation hearings in the Senate, where issues like gun control, abortion
and the presidency of Donald Trump played an important role. In addition, we analyze the impact that the new boo
k by journalist Bob Woodward could have since it portrays Trump's government as an asylum.

VENEZUELAN MIGRATORY
FLOW AND ARGENTINA E

CONOMIC CRISIS
POLITICA YA 9/8/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

Thirteen Latin American officials met this week to discuss the Venezuelan migratory flow as a means to find a soluti
on to the crisis in this country. In addition, we talk about the economic crisis in Argentina and President Mauricio Ma
cri's plan to solve this problem, which raises taxes and cuts state spending.

 POLITICAL CRISIS IN CEN
TRAL AMERICAN COUNTRI

ES
AL PUNTO 9/9/2018 10:00AM 9:47 Jose Vivanco, Human Rights Watch, calls the expulsion of the U.N’s anti-corruption unit from Guatemala by Presiden

t Jimmy Morales a major setback in the fight against impunity in the Central American Nation.
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"TOTAL DISCRETION" GRA
NTED TO USCIS AGENTS T
O DENY IMMIGRATION CA

SES

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICION
DIGITAL 9/11/2018 12:22 PM 2:00 Alex Galvez, an immigration lawyer, speaks about the new policy of giving USCIS agents “total discretion” to deny a

n application, petition, or request for asylum except for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals adjudications.

DETENTION CHILDREN RE
PORT DESPIERTA AMERICA 9/13/2018 8:00AM :30

Even though hundreds of children separated from their families after crossing the border have been released under
court order, the overall number of detained migrant children has exploded to the highest ever recorded. A significa
nt counter narrative to the Trump administration’s efforts to reduce the number of undocumented families coming t
o the United States. Population levels at shelters for migrant children have quietly shot up more than fivefold since l
ast summer reaching a total of 12,800 this month.

PERCEPTIONS OF SENIOR
CITIZENS AND SUICIDE POLITICA YA 9/15/18 11:00 AM 6:00

We include a PKG about the new annual report of the National Hispanic Council for Older Adults that seeks to impro
ve the perception of senior citizens among young people, employers and their own families. We also talk about how
suicide ranks tenth among the leading causes of death in the U.S according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Psychologist Mariana Martinez tells us what could trigger a suicidal thought and what warning signs we
should know in order to identify if a loved one is in danger.

DHS REVELATION AND NE
W EXECUTIVE ORDER POLITICA YA 9/15/2018 11:00 AM 9:00

We talk about Democratic Senator Jeff Merkley’s revelation that the Department of Homeland Security took $10 mill
ion from the Federal Emergency Management Agency and gave it to the Immigration and Customs Enforcement Ser
vice. In addition, we talk about the executive order signed by President Trump that imposes new punishments on p
eople or foreign companies that interfere in the elections.

MIDTERM ELECTIONS POLITICA YA 9/15/2018 11:00 AM 8:00

In “Las Redes del Poder” Edwin Pitti presents some of the criticisms against one of President Trump tweets where h
e described the successful work carried out in Puerto Rico by his administration a year ago, after the passage of Hu
rricane Maria. We address the issue of the midterm elections. Throughout a digital campaign with the slogan, "Use
your power, Use your vote", the Mi Familia Vota organization seeks to increase the registration of young Hispanic v
oters.

Florence latest // Claims o
f sexual assault against K

avanaugh
NEWS BRIEF 9/17/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

At least 17 deaths are blamed on Florence. The National Weather Service says nearly 34 inches of rain fell from Thu
rsday through Sunday in Swansboro, on the North Carolina coast, and rivers are still rising. The mayor of New Bern,
North Carolina, says his city has 30 roads still unpassable and about 4,700 homes and commercial buildings damag
ed. ?/California professor who claims she was sexually assaulted by Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh in th
e 1980s says through her lawyer she is willing to testify in the Senate. Judiciary committee has a vote on his nomin
ation scheduled for this week.

Claims of sexual assault a
gainst Kavanaugh //

Border Patrol’s agent was
listed as a serial killer.

NEWS BRIEF 9/17/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

California professor who claims she was sexually assaulted by Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh in the 198
0s says through her lawyer she is willing to testify in the Senate. Judiciary committee has a vote on his nomination
scheduled for this week. // An agent who worked 10 years for the border patrol was listed by a judge as a serial kille
r. Juan Ortiz who is accused of the death of four women and the aggravated assault on a fifth; is arrested with a bail
of two and a half million dollars
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Border Patrol’s agent was
listed as a serial killer.

 // Florence latest
NEWS BRIEF 9/17/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

An agent who worked 10 years for the border patrol was listed by a judge as a serial killer. Juan Ortiz who is accuse
d of the death of four women and the aggravated assault on a fifth; is arrested with a bail of two and a half million d
ollars // At least 17 deaths are blamed on Florence. The National Weather Service says nearly 34 inches of rain fell f
rom Thursday through Sunday in Swansboro, on the North Carolina coast, and rivers are still rising. The mayor of N
ew Bern, North Carolina, says his city has 30 roads still unpassable and about 4,700 homes and commercial buildin
gs damaged.

Supreme Court Kavanaug
h // Florence Wilmington NEWS BRIEF 9/18/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Next week, Christine Ford, the teacher who accused Grett Kvanaugh of sexual assault, will testify at the Senate. Th
e Republicans agreed to testify under oath and are expected to test the strength of the "me too" movement that ha
s buried the careers of several personalities. // Officials plan to airlift food and water to Wilmington, North Carolina,
a city of 120,000 people that is cut off from the rest of the state due to flooding caused by Florence. In Wilmington
on Sunday, residents waited for hours outside stores and restaurants for water and other basic necessities. County
commission chairman Woody White said that because of flooded roads, "there is no access to Wilmington."

Florence Wilmington // To
rnadoes in Virginia Accor
ding to NOAA's storm pre

diction center.
NEWS BRIEF 9/18/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Officials plan to airlift food and water to Wilmington, North Carolina, a city of 120,000 people that is cut off from the
rest of the state due to flooding caused by Florence. In Wilmington on Sunday, residents waited for hours outside st
ores and restaurants for water and other basic necessities. County commission chairman Woody White said that be
cause of flooded roads, "there is no access to Wilmington." // At least 12 tornadoes were reported in virginia on mo
nday. This is dramatic video of a tornado tearing the roof off a building in midlothian....about 14 miles west of richm
ond. The tornadoes and severe weather are related to the decaying remnants of what's now tropical depression flor
ence. A virginia man is dead after a tornado crashed into his workplace ... And caused it to collapse around him.

Tornadoes in Virginia Acc
ording to NOAA's storm p
rediction center. // Supre

me Court Kavanaugh
NEWS BRIEF 9/18/18 7:00PM

At least 12 tornadoes were reported in virginia on monday. This is dramatic video of a tornado tearing the roof off a
building in midlothian....about 14 miles west of richmond. The tornadoes and severe weather are related to the dec
aying remnants of what's now tropical depression florence. A virginia man is dead after a tornado crashed into his
workplace ... And caused it to collapse around him. // Next week, Christine Ford, the teacher who accused Grett Kva
naugh of sexual assault, will testify at the Senate. The Republicans agreed to testify under oath and are expected t
o test the strength of the "me too" movement that has buried the careers of several personalities.

Mexico earthquakes Anni
versaries // Trump about

Brett Kavanaugh
NEWS BRIEF 9/19/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

This September 19 is a doubly tragic date for Mexico. A year after the powerful earthquake of 2017 many victims co
ntinue to wait for help, and as every year since the deadly earthquake of 1985 that killed thousands, a simulation w
as carried out in Mexico City. // Trump reacted to the accusations of sexual abuse of his nominee to the Supreme C
ourt of Justice, Brett Kavanaugh; saying that the accusing woman does not testify until the FBI investigates.

Trump about Brett Kavan
augh  // A Former Sesame
Street Writer Says Charac
ters Bert And Ernie Are G

ay.

NEWS BRIEF 9/19/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Trump reacted to the accusations of sexual abuse of his nominee to the Supreme Court of Justice, Brett Kavanaugh;
saying that the accusing woman does not testify until the FBI investigates. // Mark Saltzman Told That He Compare
d Bert And Ernie To His Own Same-Sex Relationship. Sesame Street Workshop Responded To Saltzman's Statement
s In A Tweet Tuesday. The Organization Said Quote "Even Though They Are Identified As Male Characters And Posse
ss Many Human Traits And Characteristics, They Remain Puppets, And Do Not Have A Sexual Orientation."
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A Former Sesame Street Writer Says Characters Bert And Ernie Are Gay. // Mexico earthquakes AnniversariesNEWS BRIEF 9/19/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Mark Saltzman Told That He Compared Bert And Ernie To His Own Same-Sex Relationship. Sesame Street Workshop
Responded To Saltzman's Statements In A Tweet Tuesday. The Organization Said Quote "Even Though They Are Ide
ntified As Male Characters And Possess Many Human Traits And Characteristics, They Remain Puppets, And Do Not
Have A Sexual Orientation." // This September 19 is a doubly tragic date for Mexico. A year after the powerful earth
quake of 2017 many victims continue to wait for help, and as every year since the deadly earthquake of 1985 that
killed thousands, a simulation was carried out in Mexico City.

Maryland shooting // 3d-P
rinted Gun Maker Charge

d With Sex Assault
NEWS BRIEF 9/20/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

An official says three people have been killed in a shooting in Harford County, Maryland, that authorities describe it
was an "active shooter" situation. The law enforcement official has knowledge of the shooting but wasn't authorized
to discuss details by name and spoke on condition of anonymity to The Associated Press. The FBI's Baltimore field o
ffice tweets that it's responding and assisting the sheriff's office with an active shooter situation. // A Texas man wh
o tried to post plans for a 3-d printed gun online has been charged with sexually assaulting a child. Cody Wilson is a
ccused of having sex with a girl under the age of 17. Authorities say that Wilson paid the girl 500-dollars in cash. An
affidavit filed in Travis county says the girl told police she met the 30-year-old on the website "sugar-daddy-meet-d
ot-com." Wilson first rose to national prominence several years ago, when he posted designs for a 3-d printed hand
gun online.

3d-Printed Gun Maker Ch
arged With Sex Assault //
Hurricane Maria first anni

versary
NEWS BRIEF 9/20/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A Texas man who tried to post plans for a 3-d printed gun online has been charged with sexually assaulting a child.
Cody Wilson is accused of having sex with a girl under the age of 17. Authorities say that Wilson paid the girl 500-d
ollars in cash. An affidavit filed in Travis county says the girl told police she met the 30-year-old on the website "sug
ar-daddy-meet-dot-com." Wilson first rose to national prominence several years ago, when he posted designs for a
3-d printed handgun online. // Today marks the one year of the devastating passage of Hurricane Maria by Puerto Ri
co and to remember the nearly 3,000 victims, the government held an event. There are still roads in poor condition
and the electricity has not yet been completely re-established

Hurricane Maria first anni
versary// Maryland shooti

ng
NEWS BRIEF 9/20/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Today marks the one year of the devastating passage of Hurricane Maria by Puerto Rico and to remember the nearl
y 3,000 victims, the government held an event. There are still roads in poor condition and the electricity has not yet
been completely re-established // An official says three people have been killed in a shooting in Harford County, Mar
yland, that authorities describe it was an "active shooter" situation. The law enforcement official has knowledge of t
he shooting but wasn't authorized to discuss details by name and spoke on condition of anonymity to The Associate
d Press. The FBI's Baltimore field office tweets that it's responding and assisting the sheriff's office with an active sh
ooter situation.

 PUERTO RICO SLOW REC
OVERY ONE YEAR AFTER

HURRICANE MARIA
NOTICIERO UNIVISION 9/20/2018 11:37PM 1:42

Puerto Ricans gathered in San Juan to remember the thousands who died in the aftermath of hurricane “Maria” one
year ago. Religious leaders and government officials recalled how Puerto Rico was ravaged by the Category-4 storm
that killed an estimated 2,975 and caused more than an estimated $100 billion in damages. Still tens of thousands
remain without adequate shelter or reliable electrical power.
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5 People stabbed inside d
aycare in N.Y //

Maryland shooting lastest NEWS BRIEF 9/21/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Five people were found with knife wounds at an informal new york daycare. Among the victims were three infants.
They were found at a home in the flushing section of queens around 3:30 a-m. The infants -- a boy and two girls --
were taken to a nearby hospital, they are all expected to survive, although one is in serious condition. A female day
care worker was also found with stab wounds in her body, along with the father of one of the children. Police say th
e suspect -- a 52-year-old woman -- also worked at the daycare and was found in the basement of the building. She
had self-inflicted knife wounds on her wrist. // 4 deaths, including the suspect, was the result of the shooting in Mar
yland. The woman shot her colleagues killing three people before shooting herself. She was declared dead in a hosp
ital.

Maryland shooting lastest
// Family reunification NEWS BRIEF 9/21/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

4 deaths, including the suspect, was the result of the shooting in Maryland. The woman shot her colleagues killing t
hree people before shooting herself. She was declared dead in a hospital. // Last week, officers released 34 minors
who had been separated from their families at the border. But what is news, is that ice has arrested more than 40 u
ndocumented people, who when approaching to demand the custody of the minors, lost their freedom.

Family reunification // 5 P
eople stabbed inside dayc

are in N.Y
NEWS BRIEF 9/21/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Last week, officers released 34 minors who had been separated from their families at the border. But what is news,
is that ice has arrested more than 40 undocumented people, who when approaching to demand the custody of the
minors, lost their freedom. // Five people were found with knife wounds at an informal new york daycare. Among th
e victims were three infants. They were found at a home in the flushing section of queens around 3:30 a-m. The inf
ants -- a boy and two girls -- were taken to a nearby hospital, they are all expected to survive, although one is in ser
ious condition. A female daycare worker was also found with stab wounds in her body, along with the father of one
of the children. Police say the suspect -- a 52-year-old woman -- also worked at the daycare and was found in the b
asement of the building. She had self-inflicted knife wounds on her wrist.

RECOVERY OF PUERTO RI
CO POLITICA YA 9/22/2018 11:00 AM 8:21

In the segment "La Realidad De Verdad" we talk about the recovery of Puerto Rico after the passage of Hurricane M
aria a year ago and the inconsistency in the number of deaths, which was controversial. We include a PKG by Mariel
kis Salazar on the efforts the government is making and the role of the United States in the recovery of Puerto Rico.
We spoke with Idaliz Ortiz, content producer, and Edwin Pitti, White House correspondent, about this anniversary.

MIDTERM ELECTIONS POLITICA YA 9/22/2018 11:00 AM 12:17

We include a PKG on the midterm elections and the impact they could have on the balance of power between Repu
blicans and Democrats in Congress. In addition, we spoke with Edwin Pitti, Marcia Facundo, and Iván García Hidalgo
about the possibilities the Democrats have to retake the majority power in Congress. In the segment "Aprende Ya"
Tsi-tsi-ki Felix explains how the removal of a high public official is carried out by Congress. In the segment "Las Más
Leídas", we talk about the first red cow born in 2000 years, the first deadly attack of a shark on Cape Cod in 80 yea
rs, and the devastation in North Carolina and South Carolina after the passage of hurricane Florence.

HISPANIC COMMUNITY POLITICA YA 9/22/2018 11:00 AM 5:22
We include a PKG by Sergio Urquidi about the more than five thousand patriotic celebrations that take place in the
Mexican territory, its importance, and what they mean for the citizens. In addition, we spoke with the Consul of Co
mmunities of Mexico, Alan Torres, and the Consul General of El Salvador, Ena Úrsula Peña, about the contributions
of the Hispanic community from these countries to the United States.
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Kavanaugh New Accusati
ons // Rosenstein Fired NEWS BRIEF 9/24/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Brett Kavanaugh nominated to the Supreme Court faces a second charge of sexual misconduct. Deborah Ramirez,
a former classmate of Yale University, said he put his genitals in her face. Trump defended him and assured that thi
s is a "political game". // A CNN report says that the White House asked the resignation of the U.S Deputy Attorney
General Rod Rosenstein, after allegedly proposing to film Trump, to show that he is not prepared to be President

Rosenstein Fired // Presid
ent trump is proposing ne
w limits on green cards a

nd visas.
NEWS BRIEF 9/24/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

A CNN report says that the White House asked the resignation of the U.S Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein,
after allegedly proposing to film Trump, to show that he is not prepared to be President // The proposed rule would
make it more difficult for immigrants who would benefit from various forms of public assitance, like foot stamps and
housing subsidies, to stay in the country. The department of homeland security made the announcement saturday,
saying the plan is to help protect taxpayers.

President trump is propos
ing new limits on green c
ards and visas. // Kavana

ugh New Accusations
NEWS BRIEF 9/24/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The proposed rule would make it more difficult for immigrants who would benefit from various forms of public assita
nce, like foot stamps and housing subsidies, to stay in the country. The department of homeland security made the
announcement saturday, saying the plan is to help protect taxpayers. // Brett Kavanaugh nominated to the Suprem
e Court faces a second charge of sexual misconduct. Deborah Ramirez, a former classmate of Yale University, said
he put his genitals in her face. Trump defended him and assured that this is a "political game".

Kavanaugh Latest // Madu
ro's Wife Punished NEWS BRIEF 9/25/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Republicans along with Trump will gather support for Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. While Michael Aven
atti, lawyer for porn actress Stormy Daniels, said that several other women said they were victims of Kavanaugh an
d that one of them would undergo the polygraph. // The United States sanctions the first lady of Venezuela Cilia Flor
es. It is well known that the treasury department said will continue to sanction Venezuelan officials as a campaign t
o force Maduro to resign.

Maduro's Wife Punished //
Donald Trump bragged a
bout himself to the Unite
d Nations. The UN laughe

d.

NEWS BRIEF 9/25/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC
The United States sanctions the first lady of Venezuela Cilia Flores. It is well known that the treasury department sai
d will continue to sanction Venezuelan officials as a campaign to force Maduro to resign. // President Trump delivere
d his speech this morning at the United Nations, General Assembly; and has become a trend the moment in which f
or many, the President bragged himself, while the audience laughed.

Donald Trump bragged a
bout himself to the Unite
d Nations. The UN laughe

d. // Kavanaugh Latest
NEWS BRIEF 9/25/18 7:00PM

President Trump delivered his speech this morning at the United Nations, General Assembly; and has become a tre
nd the moment in which for many, the President bragged himself, while the audience laughed. // Republicans along
with Trump will gather support for Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. While Michael Avenatti, lawyer for por
n actress Stormy Daniels, said that several other women said they were victims of Kavanaugh and that one of them
would undergo the polygraph.

Ted Cruz Leaves Restaura
nt in D.C. // Tomorrow will
be a crucial day for Kavan

augh
NEWS BRIEF 9/26/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

Monday night, Senator Ted Cruz was forced to leave a Washington restaurant, after left-wing activists swarmed the
senator and his wife; amid chants of "we believe survivors" by a group of protesters. // Lawyers for Christine Blasey
Ford say they have submitted sworn affidavits to the Senate Judiciary Committee from four people who say she told
them that Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh had assaulted her in high school. Kavanaugh has denied the ac
cusation. The four sworn affidavits are among the information the committee is considering on the eve of Ford and
Kavanaugh's testimony Thursday.
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Tomorrow will be a crucia
l day for Kavanaugh //

2020 Visa Lottery NEWS BRIEF 9/26/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

Lawyers for Christine Blasey Ford say they have submitted sworn affidavits to the Senate Judiciary Committee from
four people who say she told them that Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh had assaulted her in high school.
Kavanaugh has denied the accusation. The four sworn affidavits are among the information the committee is consid
ering on the eve of Ford and Kavanaugh's testimony Thursday. // The government announces the 2020 visa lottery
and this despite the attacks of Trump who is one of the main detractors of the program. Applications will begin to b
e received on October 3, until November 6.

2020 Visa Lottery // Ted C
ruz Leaves Restaurant in

D.C.
NEWS BRIEF 9/26/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

The government announces the 2020 visa lottery and this despite the attacks of Trump who is one of the main detr
actors of the program. Applications will begin to be received on October 3, until November 6. // Monday night, Sena
tor Ted Cruz was forced to leave a Washington restaurant, after left-wing activists swarmed the senator and his wif
e; amid chants of "we believe survivors" by a group of protesters.

Kavanaugh's Acuser Hear
ing // Maduro Willing to M

eet Trump
NEWS BRIEF 9/27/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The Senate Judiciary Committee will hear Thursday from Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh and a woman w
ho accuses Kavanaugh of trying to rape her when they were teens. Christine Blasey Ford, a California psychology pr
ofessor, is one of three accusers. In testimony released in advance of the hearing, Ford said she was appearing only
because she felt it was her duty, was frankly "terrified" and has been the target of vile harassment and even death
threats. She said that he was pretty sure that  Kavanaugh was her aggressor. // The president of Venezuela, Nicolás
Maduro, says he is willing to talk with President Trump and added that he is not a multimillionaire, but a hard worke
r man and a bus driver.

Maduro Willing to Meet Tr
ump // ICE Arrests NEWS BRIEF 9/27/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The president of Venezuela, Nicolás Maduro, says he is willing to talk with President Trump and added that he is not
a multimillionaire, but a hard worker man and a bus driver. // Ice arrested 98 undocumented immigrants during a te
n-day operation in Texas and Oklahoma. According to the statement, it was about the arrest of fugitive criminals w
ho were wanted in 38 cities.

ICE Arrests // Kavanaugh'
s Acuser Hearing NEWS BRIEF 9/27/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

Ice arrested 98 undocumented immigrants during a ten-day operation in Texas and Oklahoma. According to the sta
tement, it was about the arrest of fugitive criminals who were wanted in 38 cities. // The Senate Judiciary Committe
e will hear Thursday from Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh and a woman who accuses Kavanaugh of trying
to rape her when they were teens. Christine Blasey Ford, a California psychology professor, is one of three accusers
. In testimony released in advance of the hearing, Ford said she was appearing only because she felt it was her dut
y, was frankly "terrified" and has been the target of vile harassment and even death threats. She said that he was p
retty sure that  Kavanaugh was her aggressor.

USCIS Status Adjustment
New Guidelines  // Haley s

upporting Venezuelans
NEWS BRIEF 9/28/18 5:00 PM :30 SEC

The government of Donald Trump announced that as of October 1st, a new policy will allow the citizenship departm
ent to open deportation proceedings when they reject a case. // The United States ambassador to the United Nation
s joins a demonstration against the Venezuelan government and affirms that it will not stop until Nicolás Maduro lea
ves office

Haley supporting Venezu
elans // Mexico, Acapulco

authorities
NEWS BRIEF 9/28/18 6:00 PM :30 SEC

The United States ambassador to the United Nations joins a demonstration against the Venezuelan government and
affirms that it will not stop until Nicolás Maduro leaves office // In Mexico, state and federal authorities took control
of Acapulco, after suspicions surfaced that it was infiltrated by criminal groups. According to a poll, crime exceeded
the municipal police and they trust the federal authorities more.
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Mexico, Acapulco authorit
ies  // USCIS Status Adjust

ment New Guidelines
NEWS BRIEF 9/28/18 7:00PM :30 SEC

In Mexico, state and federal authorities took control of Acapulco, after suspicions surfaced that it was infiltrated by
criminal groups. According to a poll, crime exceeded the municipal police and they trust the federal authorities mor
e. // The government of Donald Trump announced that as of October 1st, a new policy will allow the citizenship dep
artment to open deportation proceedings when they reject a case.

CONTAMINATED FOOD POLITICA YA 9/29/18 11:00 AM 7:00
We talked with Gloria Sánchez, spokesperson for the Food and Drug Administration, and Dr. Luis González about th
e most recent cases of diseases caused by contaminated food. They explain what are the most common symptoms
of this type of disease and why the cases of contamination have increased in recent years.

FAIR TRIAL FOR IMMIGRA
NTS POLITICA YA 9/29/18 11:00 AM 11:27

We include a PKG on the recurrent difficulties faced by immigration judges and their concerns that immigrants recei
ve a fair trial after Attorney General Jeff Sessions has asked them to expedite deportation cases and eliminated thei
r discretionary power. The "Aprende Ya" segment focused on the concept "Due Process of Law” that indicates that t
he government cannot deprive people of their life, liberty or property, without due process. In “Las Más Leídas”, we
talk about the departure of Rod Rosestein from the Russia investigation and the testimony of Brett Kavanaugh's firs
t accuser before Congress.

TRUE NUMBER OF IMMIGR
ANTS AND BORDER WALL POLITICA YA 9/29/18 11:00 AM 7:00

In the segment "La Realidad De Verdad" we addressed the number of undocumented immigrants living in the Unite
d States. Different studies differ in their statistics on what is the true number of immigrants. We also have a PKG fro
m the construction of a wall in El Paso, Texas, that will replace cyclonic netting that promises to reduce the flow of
undocumented immigrants crossing the border.

ABUSES AT DETENTION C
ENTERS NOTICIERO UNIVISION 9/30/2018 6:47PM 2:04

An official report, from the government's own inspectors, points out serious deficiencies and abuses after making a
surprise visit to the detention centers. The lack of medical attention, abuse of punishments, and lack of interest in t
he welfare of those imprisoned there.
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JUDGE ORDERS HALT ON FAMILY S
EPARATIONS

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 6/27/2018 12:08 PM 0:16

A federal judge in California late Tuesday ordered a halt to most family separations at the US border and the reunifi
cation of all families that have been at the border. The court order specifically requires federal officials to stop deta
ining parents apart from their minor children, absent a determination the parent is unfit or the parent declines reun
ification; reunify all parents with their minor children who are under the age of 5 within 14 days and reunify all pare
nts with their minor children age 5 and older within 30 days.

VOICES OF MIGRANT CHILDREN HE
ARD INSIDE A DETENTION CENTER
(OBTAINED BY PROPUBLICA)

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 6/19/2018 12:04 PM 2:20

As the Trump administration continues to defend its “zero tolerance” immigration policy, which, since April, has sep
arated more than 2,300 children from their parents at the border, ProPublica obtained an audio recording from insi
de a U.S. Customs and Border Protection facility. The recording captured the voices of kids as young as 4, crying fo
r “Mami” and “Papá” as if those were the only words they knew. The little girl who can be heard crying in the video,
6-year-old Alison Jimena Valencia Madrid, had not been able to speak to her mother for days after they were separa
ted, according to the girl’s aunt.

USCIS TO REQUEST DNA TEST FOR
SIBLINGS

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 5/3/2018 12:04 PM 1:59 The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) will request a DNA test for people petitioning their

siblings. The test will be requested at the officer’s discretion.

The Crying Honduran Girl NOTICIERO UNIVISION 1130PM 6/15/2018 11:36 2:46
A 2-year-old honduran girl cried as her mother was searched near the u.s.-Mexico border. re “detained near the bor
der,” on a june 14 front-page photo of a 2-year-old honduran girl crying as her mother was searched near the unite
d states-mexico border:  where is the party of family values? this is inhuman. the g.o.p. has lost its mind and heart.
myra saul, Scarsdale, NY

Immigrant Children Separated fro
m Families Noticiero Univision 5/29/18 6:34PM 2:08

Health and Human Services and Department of Homeland Security signed a memo to start doing background chec
ks on minors to search for gang affiliations, and if those affiliations are found they will not release the kids. Also the
y will do fingerprint based background checks on parents.  "The children are not lost", Health and Human Services
Deputy Secretary Eric Hargan said in a statement.  "Their sponsors simply have not responded to follow-up calls fro
m the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), the department that oversees the care of unaccompanied alien or mi
nor children. The agency was under no obligation to make the 30-day follow-up calls to ensure that the children an
d their sponsors needed no additional services. Now, this voluntary action is being used to confuse and spread misi
nformation," he said.

Missing Immigrant Children Noticiero Univision 5/27/18 6:41PM 2:00

More and more people are increasingly asking, where are the children? referring to the almost 1500 unaccompanie
d migrant children who were handed over to sponsors and whose whereabouts are now unknown. Who should kno
w where and in what condition the children are? Steven Wagner, a senior official in the Department of Health and H
uman Services admitted that they have failed to locate the children after they left the custody of the refugee and r
esettlement office. The alarming thing is that these children are more likely to be victims of human trafficking and
exploitation.  Meanwhile concern for migrant children grows after the federal government announced that minors c
rossing the border with their parents will be separated. Most children are given to their parents or close relatives b
ut some end up with unknown sponsors. The agency is supposed to follow up to ensure that children who attend sc
hool are safe and follow their immigration cases. The agency added that they are not responsible after the children
leave their custody.

Tent cities for detained children NOTICIERO UNIVISION 1130PM 6/12/2018 11:37 2:01

With the Trump administration's forcible separation of families resulting in packed government detention facilities f
or children, the Health and Human Services (HHS) Department is considering the construction of so-called "tent citi
es," or prison camps, at military bases in Texas to house unaccompanied migrant children.  According to McClatchy
, more than 11,000 children are currently in immigrant detention centers. As the Trump administration has separat
ed more and more children from their parents and guardians after apprehending families at the U.S.-Mexico border
-and prosecuting adults-about 100 facilities for children have reached 95 percent capacity. Texas health inspectors
recently found nearly 150 violations at several detention centers in the state, with children being given medication
s they were allergic to by medical staff and being insufficiently supervised.  The number of minors in government c
ustody has gone up 20 percent since the administration announced the new policy in early May. The solution to full
detention centers, argue human rights groups, is to end the practice of separating families and the criminalization
of people who arrive in the U.S. to seek asylum-not to construct new prisons for children.



FAMILY SEPARATION POLICY NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 6/15/2018 6:32 2:05

President Donald Trump said Friday he would refuse to sign a new compromise Republican immigration bill that wo
uld bar his administration from implementing its policy of separating children from their parents or legal guardian a
t the border. In an interview Friday morning with "Fox and Friends," Trump said he was "looking at both" immigrati
on proposals put forth by GOP members of the House - the compromise bill, as well as a more conservative measur
e. Later Friday, more than seven hours after Trump's comments, the White House clarified the president's remarks
and said that he would sign the bill."The President fully supports both the Goodlatte bill and the House leadership b
ill. In this morning's interview, he was commenting on the discharge petition in the House, and not the new packag
e. He would sign either the Goodlatte or the leadership bills," said Raj Shah, White House Principal Deputy Press Se
cretary In addition to curbing his administration's policy - which has faced extraordinary criticism from Republicans,
Democrats and Christian conservatives - the "moderate" bill Trump referred to earlier would provide $25 billion in a
dditional funding for a wall along the southern U.S. border and legal status for people who came to the U.S. illegally
as children, including a path to citizenship. However, the bill would tie the legal status of DACA recipients to uninter
rupted border security funding.  The White House had been involved behind the scenes in crafting the legislation wi
th congressional Republicans. Stephen Miller, a White House senior adviser and Immigration hard-liner, has been w
orking with House negotiators, briefing the conservative Republican Study Committee on friday  on the details of th
e bill.

DREAMER RECEIVES HIS GREEN C
ARD AFTER 30 YEARS IN THE COU
NTRY

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 6/7/2018 12:16 PM 2:00 César Vargas was granted his permanent residency after 30 years of living in the country, he was granted a DACA

permit and after marrying an American citizen he was able to receive his green card. Vargas is also an immigration
lawyer and co-founder of “Dream Action Coalition”.

Trump Administration to Punish Gr
een Card Holders Using Federal As
sistance

Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 5/7/18 12:06PM 0:23

The Trump administration is working on new rules that would allow the government to keep immigrants from settli
ng in the U.S., or even keep them from extending their stays, if their families had used a broad swath of local, state
, or federal social services to which they’re legally entitled, even enrolling their U.S. born children in Head Start or t
he Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP). The rule wouldn’t make it illegal for immigrants to use public servic
es that are open to everyone regardless of immigration status, or that are available to their U.S. born children.

Changes to USCIS Form I-212 Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 5/10/18 12:04PM 0:20 USCIS recently modified the application for permission to reapply for admission into the U.S. after deportation know

n as Form I-212.  Applicants must download the new version published in April.

USCIS Recalls Green Cards Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 5/15/18 12:04PM 2:20

On May 14, 2018, USCIS will begin recalling approximately 8,543 Permanent Resident Cards (also known as Green
Cards) due to a production error. The Green Cards were for approved Form I-751, Petition to Remove Conditions of
Residence for spouses of U.S. citizens. The cards were printed with an incorrect “Resident Since” date and mailed b
etween February and April 2018. USCIS will send notices to individuals who received the incorrect Green Cards and
to their attorneys of record, if they have one.

USCIS Reminds Students with F-1
Visa

Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 5/22/18 12:03PM 1:50

USCIS reminds F-1 students on Optional Practical Training (OPT) that transferring to another school or beginning st
udy at another educational level (for example, beginning a master's program after completing a bachelor's degree)
automatically terminates their OPT as well as their corresponding Employment Authorization Document (EAD).



Trump Refers To Immigrants As 'A
nimals.' NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 5/17/2018 6:31 1:42

President Donald Trump called on the Department of Justice to prosecute a political opponent and called immigrant
s “animals” during a roundtable with California leaders on Wednesday. “We’re taking people out of the country. Yo
u wouldn’t believe how bad these people are,” he said. “These aren’t people. These are animals.”The live streamed
roundtable at the White House centered on so-called sanctuary policies, which limit local law enforcement cooperat
ion with federal deportation efforts. His dehumanizing comments about immigrants weren’t new, nor was his attack
on a Democratic politician. The most remarkable thing about both of them was that in the Trump era, reducing a gr
oup of people to subhuman and threatening to incarcerate another politician were scarcely notable. The president r
eferenced “animals” after a sheriff asked him about MS-13, a gang that started in the U.S. made up largely of Salva
doran immigrants and that has become a frequent target of Trump and top officials. The president was “very clearl
y” referring to the gang, White House spokeswoman Sarah Huckabee Sanders said on Thursday in a press briefing.
But Trump did not name the gang in his answer, instead referencing people in general who are being stopped and t
aken out of the country. He quickly pivoted to talking about the need to change laws to more easily deport people
or keep them out in the first place policies that would affect millions of immigrants who by and large have nothing t
o do with MS-13.

SESSIONS’ ZERO TOLERANCE POLI
CY

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 5/8/2018 12:04 PM 2:30

A "zero-tolerance" policy toward people who enter the United States illegally may cause families to be separated w
hile parents are prosecuted, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions said Monday. The U.S. Department of Homeland Se
curity said it would refer all arrests for illegal entry to federal prosecutors, throwing its weight behind Sessions' poli
cy announced last month to vastly expand criminal prosecutions of people with few or no previous offenses. Advoc
acy groups blasted the moves as cruel and heartless, especially in cases where the family is seeking asylum in the
United States.

Trump Talks Wall Again Noticiero Univision 4/1/18 6:31PM 2:00
President Trump said Sunday that there would be no deal to legalize the status of millions of DREAMERS, undocum
ented immigrants brought to the United States as children, stating that the U.S. border with Mexico was "getting m
ore dangerous" and directing congressional Republicans to pass tough new anti-immigration legislation.

Green Card holders face more stri
ngent guidelines Noticiero Univision 4/19/18 6:47PM 1:07

The review of documents and immigration controls has become stricter, say immigration lawyers, specifically for th
ose persons with permanent residence who are out of the country for an extended period of time. According to Luis
Paoli, "If they are outside the United States, they reach the six-month mark, when they return to the U.S. there is a
presumption that they abandoned their permanent residency, which can lead to a process of deportation, dependin
g on the discretion of the customs agent.  Migrant agents more frequently offer the Form I-407 that requires a sign
ature to make the traveler voluntarily renounce his residency.  If the person denies signing the form, this person is
going to be detained and has the right to see an immigration judge.  When the person has been out of the country f
or a year or more, immigration agents interpret it is a definitive waiver of the person's U.S. residency.

Judge Orders Reinstating DACA Noticiero Univision 4/25/18 6:31PM 1:48

The Trump administration must resume a program that has shielded hundreds of thousands of young immigrants fr
om deportation, a federal judge has ruled, but the government has 90 days to restate its arguments before the ord
er takes effect. If Tuesday's ruling by U.S. District Judge John D. Bates in Washington survives the three-month repri
eve, it would be a new setback for the Trump team because it would require the administration to accept requests f
rom first-time applicants for the Obama-era program.  Two nationwide injunctions earlier this year applied only to r
enewal requests for the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program. Siding with Princeton University and the N
AACP, Bates said the administration's decision in September to phase out the program over six months relied on "
meager legal reasoning." He invited the Department of Homeland Security to try again, "this time providing a fuller
explanation for the determination that the program lacks statutory and constitutional authority." The judge wrote t
hat the administration's explanation was "particularly egregious" because it didn't mention that many of the hundr
eds of thousands covered by the program had obtained jobs and pursued education based on the assumption that t
hey would be allowed to renew.



DACA renewal NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 5/14/2018 6:38 1:56

Many DACA recipients are scared to renew their status for fear of providing authorities with personal info due to un
certainty regarding DACA Renewal applications were slow to come in after the window reopened on Jan. 10 - just 1
1,000 through Jan. 31. U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services didn't approve any of them at first, statistics show
. But more than 59,000 applications came in during February and March, and 32,000 were approved, the figures sh
ow. All told, counting applications already in the pipeline before January, the agency approved more than 55,000 a
pplications in the first three months of the year. Another 51,000 were pending on March 31, a jump from December
. "The federal statistics tell a story of thousands of procrastinations, private calculations and personal gambles," th
e newspaper added. Already, some 9,000 people have lost their status.

DACA Renewal Noticiero Univision 4/28/18 6:31PM 2:00

We’re Not Taking Any New DACA Applications Right Now. DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen told the House Homeland
Security Committee on Thursday that the Department of Homeland Security is not required to take new application
s for the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program despite a federal judge's ruling this week. Rep. She
ila Jackson Lee (D-Texas) asked Nielsen whether her department is taking new DACA applications, to which Nielsen
replied: "We are not taking new applications right now, no ma'am." As Univision previously reported, a federal judg
e with the U.S. District Court of the District of Columbia ordered DHS to begin accepting DACA new applications, bu
t the ruling won't take effect until 90 days from the date of the ruling to give the administration more time to explai
n its reasoning behind canceling the program. Jackson Lee asked Nielsen to respond to the committee in writing ab
out a number of questions she had, including why the administration is ordering 4,000 unarmed National Guard tro
ops to the U.S. border. The congresswoman also questioned Nielsen about how many black employees work at DHS
.

Sessions and Caravan Noticiero Univision 5/1/18 6:35PM 2:00

U.S. immigration officials said late Monday that they have started processing some asylum-seeking immigrants fro
m a caravan of Central Americans more than a day after reporting that the port of entry was full.  U.S. Customs and
Border Protection said in a statement that it expected the delays in processing to be temporary.  A caravan of nearl
y 200 Central American migrants has been waiting to ask for asylum since arriving at the border crossing in Tijuana
on Sunday afternoon. Customs and Border Protection didn't say how many people were allowed to ask for asylum
Monday. The Justice Department, meanwhile, said 11 people from the caravan were being charged with illegally cro
ssing the border, a federal misdemeanor levied against foreigners caught crossing into the U.S. without going to a l
egal border crossing. It isn't illegal to go to a U.S. port of entry and ask for asylum. Organizers of the migrant carav
an that arrived in Tijuana last week have denied that anyone in the group tried to cross the border illegally, and su
ggested anyone arrested by the U.S. Border Patrol was unrelated to the group.

U.S. Politics/Immigration Al Punto 5/13/18  10AM 8:48
Congressman Carlos Curbelo (R-FL) discusses his joint efforts with fellow Republican lawmakers in the House of Re
presentatives to push for a vote on DACA.  He also discusses the Trump administration's proposal to separate childr
en from their parents upon illegal entry into the United States.

Greyhound Patrulla Despierta America 4/25/18 7AM :28

Border Patrol officers routinely board buses without a warrant, without specific people they’re targeting, up to 100
miles from the border - and ask passengers for their papers. Greyhound, the nation’s largest intercity bus line, lets
the Border Patrol do it and doesn’t plan to stop. Greyhound officials say they’re just complying with the law. But 10
ACLU state affiliates argue Greyhound has the right - and the responsibility to its passengers - to demand a warrant
for Border Patrol officers to board its buses. They believe Greyhound could fight for its rights and win. But first they
have to convince the company to try.

TPS Deadline Despierta America 4/30/18 7AM :20

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) will announce next week if it cancels or extends the protection that pr
otects about 56,000 undocumented immigrants from that Central American country from deportation. This week (M
ay 4) expires the deadline for the Donald Trump government to finally say whether to extend or cancel the Tempor
ary Protected Status (TPS) of Honduras, which protects some 56,000 undocumented immigrants from deportation s
ince the beginning of 1999



The 2018 Mexican election, explai
ned NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 6/30/2018 6:46 2:06

Mexican voters are heading to the polls to elect their next president on Sunday - and if the frontrunner secures a wi
n, Mexico could soon have a leftist, populist, nationalist president in power. Polls have projected that Andrés Manue
l López Obrador, 64, will likely win the presidential election. He’s currently an average of 20 points ahead of his thr
ee rivals and he’s had a strong lead for months. López Obrador is running for the recently formed left-wing Morena
party with promises to reform the country’s widespread corruption and massive crime rates. Experts say Mexican ci
tizens are ready for sweeping changes throughout the country, especially since current President Enrique Peña Niet
o, who is a member of the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), has largely taken a soft stance on corruption.This
will be the largest election in Mexico’s history - more than 3,400 seats are open at the local, state, and federal level
s. In addition to the president, Mexican voters will elect 128 members of the country’s Senate and 500 members of
the Chamber of Deputies, Mexico’s house of representatives.

Mexico Politics Al Punto 4/8/18  10AM 5:04
In an interview from early 2017, Mexican presidential candidate, Andrés Manuel López Obrador, outlines his positio
ns on a variety of issues that Mexicans will be considering in the upcoming presidential election.  He talks about a p
ossible corruption investigation into incumbent President Peña Nieto, and whether Venezuela's President Nicolás M
aduro and Cuba's President Raúl Castro should be considered dictators.

Honduras Politics Al Punto 4/15/18  10AM 5:48
President of Honduras Juan Orlando Hernández was interviewed by Univision anchor, Patricia Janiot in Peru.  He ans
wers questions about what he hopes will be the results of the Summit of the Americas, across the board corruption
in Honduras, and his disputed re-election which was filled with irregularities.

Puerto Rico Politics Al Punto 4/22/18  10AM 7:36
Recently named on Time Magazine's 100 Most Influential People of 2018, San Juan Mayor Carmen Yulín Cruz talks a
bout the prestigious recognition.  She also gives an update on the latest in Puerto Rico including the blackout that r
ecently hit the island, as well as what lies ahead for Puerto Ricans and how the island nation can continue to stabili
ze its infrastructure and economy following Hurricane María.

Colombia Politics Al Punto 4/29/18  10AM 6:57
President of Colombia, Juan Manuel Santos defends the peace process he has orchestrated with the FARC, and wha
t he believes is at stake in the upcoming Colombian presidential election.  He also discussed the requested arrest b
y the U.S. of FARC leader Jesús Santrich on cocaine smuggling charges, and how Colombia's peace process with Las
FARC is now under scrutiny.  He also discussed the human crisis in Venezuela that is affecting Latin America.

Supreme Court travel ban NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 6/26/2018 6:41 1:48

In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court has decided to uphold President Trump's travel ban from predominantly Musli
m countries. This is the President's third version of the travel ban, the first two were struck down by the court. In th
e decision, Chief Justice Roberts writes that the the travel ban is squarely within the President's power and upholds
it in its entirety. The majority opinion assumes that jurisdictional requirements are met, and finds that nothing in th
e proclamation exceeds the president's statutory authority.

TRUMP G7 SUMMIT NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 6/8/2018 6:37 2:04

On Friday morning, President Donald Trump left the White House for the G7 meeting in Quebec. But before he boar
ded Marine One, he took questions from reporters for almost 20 minutes. The conversation moved from Trump's un
happiness with Canada and France to his lawyer Rudy Giuliani and porn stars to Trump's views of Dennis Rodman's
rebounding prowess. World leaders are gathering at the G7 summit in Canada Friday, as President Trump continue
s to feud with some of those allies over trade. Mr. Trump arrived late to the summit Friday afternoon, postponing a
scheduled meeting with French President Emmanuel Macron, who Mr. Trump has criticized. The president insists Fr
ance, Canada, the European Union and other allies are ripping off America on trade."We're going to deal with the u
nfair trade practices," Mr. Trump said before departing Friday. "If you look at what Canada, Mexico, the European U
nion, all of them have been doing to us for many, many decades, we have to change it. And they understand it's go
ing to happen."

NET NEUTRALITY IS OFFICIALLY OV
ER

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 6/11/2018 12:14 PM 0:45

The Federal Communications Commission’s repeal of net neutrality rules, which had required internet service provi
ders to offer equal access to all web content, took effect on Monday. The rules, enacted by the administration of Pr
esident Barack Obama in 2015, prohibited internet providers from charging more for certain content or from giving
preferential treatment to certain websites.

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/14/technology/net-neutrality-repeal-vote.html


SCOTUS ABORTION UNDOCUMENT
ED DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/5/2018 8:00 0:21

All justices agreed to throw out a lower court's decision that allowed an undocumented minor access to an abortion
last year. The U.S. Supreme Court threw out a lower court's ruling on Monday that allowed an undocumented pregn
ant minor to obtain an abortion while being held in U.S. custody after the administration tried to block her access to
the surgery last October.

HISPANICS ARE ARRESTED FOR
MARIHUANA CHARGES AT FIVE
TIMES THE RATE OF WHITE PE

OPLE

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 5/14/2018 12:04 PM 0:20

Across New York City, black people were arrested on low-level marijuana charges at eight times the rate of white, n
on-Hispanic people over the past three years, The New York Times found. Hispanic people were arrested at five tim
es the rate of white people. In Manhattan, the gap is even starker: Black people there were arrested at 15 times th
e rate of white people. With crime dropping and the Police Department under pressure to justify the number of low-
level arrests it makes, a senior police official recently testified to lawmakers that there was a simple reason for the
racial imbalance: More residents in predominantly black and Hispanic neighborhoods were calling to complain abou
t marijuana.

Child Gun Noticiero Univision - Edicion N
octurna 5/20/18 11:46PM 2:02

A viral video of a young boy repeatedly cocking and pulling the trigger of a gun at an NRA  convention has sparked
outrage across social media. Hunter and outdoor enthusiast Kendall Jones prompts four-year-old Maverick to demo
nstrate his ability to handle an unloaded rifle. After repeatedly operating the firearm's bolt action and trigger mech
anism, he removes and inserts the magazine. "That is adorable," Jones says at the clip's conclusion. She posted the
controversial footage to Twitter three days ago with the caption, "This video is INCREDIBLE! Parenting done RIGHT.
" As the video racked up millions of views, a heated argument over gun safety ensued. Many praised the boy's pare
nts for teaching their child firearm know-how, while others condemned the notion of a toddler playing with a weapo
n like it's a "toy." Some gun owners even criticized the fact that he "dry fired," i.e. pulled the trigger without chamb
ering a round.

President Trump speaks at NRA co
nvention NOTICIERO UNIVISION 630PM 5/4/2018 6:34 2:15

The 40 most breathtaking lines from Donald Trump's NRA speech On Friday, President Donald Trump traveled to Te
xas to address the annual convention of the National Rifle Association. President Trump just addressed the National
Rifle Association's annual convention in Dallas. He spoke for nearly 50 minutes and brought up a wide variety of to
pics.Here are the highlights: On the Second Amendment: "Your Second Amendment rights are under siege, but the
y will never, ever be under siege as long as I’m your President." On arming teachers: "They love their students. And
they're not going to let anybody hurt their students. But you have to give them a chance." On the Parkland school s
hooter: ""There has never been a case where more red flags have been shown."

Proposal Would Limit Organ Donati
ons to Undocumented Immigrants

Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 4/17/18 12:03AM 2:12

Rep. Bill Posey (R-FL) has introduced legislation that would give legal U.S. residents preferred status over undocum
ented immigrants when it comes to receiving donated organs. Posey's bill, which was filed on Friday, would amend
the Public Health Service Act to "give preference to individuals who are lawfully present in the United States over in
dividuals who are unlawfully present in the United States." An aide to Posey said that means illegal residents could
still apply to receive donated organs, but "will not receive organs until all legal residents have been satisfied."

NATIONAL WOMEN’S CHECKUP
DAY

NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 5/14/2018 12:16 PM 2:17

Led by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office on Women's Health and as part of National Wome
n's Health Week, the second Monday in May is National Women's Checkup Day.  The goal of National Women's Che
ckup Day is maintaining regular checkups as one of five healthy habits women can do to improve their health.  Oth
er habits we can include are physical activity, healthy diets, quit smoking and following general safety rules.

GROUND BEEF RECALL NOTICIERO UNIVISION EDICIO
N DIGITAL 5/4/2018 12:02 PM 0:32

Kroger Supplier Recalls 35,000 Pounds of Ground Beef That May Contain Plastic Pieces. JBS USA has announced tha
t it is recalling over 35,000 pounds of raw ground beef after the U.S. Department of Agriculture  discovered it may
be contaminated with pieces of hard plastic. The problem was discovered after a consumer recently found bits of bl
ue, hard plastic in one of the company’s products and reported it to the government agency.

https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/recalls-and-public-health-alerts/recall-case-archive/archive/2018/recall-035-2018-release


BREAST CANCER CHEMO DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/4/2018 7:00am and 9:00
am

2:30 VO and
PKG

Most women with the most common form of early-stage breast cancer can safely skip chemotherapy without hurtin
g their chances of beating the disease, doctors are reporting from a landmark study that used genetic testing to ga
uge each patient's risk. The study is the largest ever done of breast cancer treatment, and the results are expected
to spare up to 70,000 patients a year in the United States and many more elsewhere the ordeal and expense of the
se drugs.

Heavy Drinking Linked to Certain T
ypes of Cancer

Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 4/25/18 12:10AM 1:22

A new study found that alcohol may give rise to strains of oral bacteria that are linked to a heightened risk of some
types of cancer, gum disease and heart disease, while simultaneously suppressing varieties that can protect the bo
dy from infection. Past research has found similar results in animals, but the new paper is among the first to demon
strate such a link in humans.

First 3D Printed Corneas Primer Impacto 5/30/18 5PM :20
Scientists at Newcastle University in England have figured out how to use a 3-D printer to make human corneas.  A
simple low-cost 3-D Bio-Printer took less than ten minutes to print the corneas.  The technique could be used in the
future to ensure an unlimited supply of the outermost layer of the eye.  The cornea plays an important role in focus
ing vision.  Yet there is a significant shortage available for transplants.

More Children Are Being Diagnose
d With Autism

Noticiero Univision - Edicion Di
gital 4/27/18 12:01AM 2:17

More children are being diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, according to new data from the Centers for Dise
ase Control and Prevention (CDC). Their new numbers now show that autism affects one in 59 children, an increase
from previously reported one in 68 children. To be diagnosed on the spectrum, a child must have three key charact
eristics: delayed language development, abnormal, repetitive behaviors, and difficulty socializing. Children with aut
ism can have stereotypical behaviors such as rocking, spinning, hand-flapping, and toe-walking.

Second Flu Season Despierta America 4/3/18 7:30AM 2:30

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that while flu season is winding down, a second strain that i
s more severe in younger children remains prevalent. In an update, the CDC says that reports of the influenza A vir
us are on the decline while reports of the influenza B virus were more prevalent. A spokesperson for the CDC told C
NN that influenza B can be "just as severe" as influenza A, and that "we also know that influenza B tends to be mor
e severe for younger children." As of its latest update, the CDC reports that flu-related child deaths are up to 133 fo
r the 2017-2018 flu season. There were five pediatric deaths reported between March 10 and March 17 related to i
nfluenza B, and one related to influenza A. During this week, 2.7 percent of patients visiting a doctor's office compl
ained of flu-like symptoms.

Nightmare Bacteria Despierta America 4/4/18 7AM :20

“Nightmare bacteria” with the power to resist most antibiotics are popping up across the U.S., but new, aggressive
policies can help stop them from spreading, federal health officials said Tuesday.  A new program for testing suspe
ct bacteria turned up unusual antibiotic-resistance genes 221 times in 2017, the Centers for Disease Control and Pr
evention reported. According to the CDC, 11 percent of people screened for these superbugs carried them, even th
ough they had no symptoms.

Older Adults Brain Cells Despierta America 4/9/18 7AM :26

Contrary to popular thought, older adults' brains can churn out just as many new cells as younger brains do, a new
study suggests. Using autopsied brain tissue, researchers found that healthy older adults had the same capacity to
create new cells in the brain's hippocampus region as young adults did. The hippocampus is involved in regulating
memory and emotions, and it typically shrinks in people with Alzheimer's disease, according to the Alzheimer's Ass
ociation. The new findings give a snapshot of the healthy aging brain -- and it's a "positive" one, the researchers sai
d. In general, old and young brains were capable of making the same number of new neurons from more primitive
"progenitor" cells in the hippocampus. That's not to say that the brain of a healthy 79-year-old looks exactly like th
e brain of a healthy 29-year-old.

Medication Dementia Despierta America 4/26/18 7AM :30

Many older adults know that long-term use of certain medications can negatively affect cognition and increase one'
s risk of dementia. But a new study suggests that some classes of anticholinergic drugs -- particularly those used to
treat depression, Parkinson's and urinary incontinence -- carry a higher risk than others. Anticholinergic drugs funct
ion by blocking the effects of acetylcholine, a chemical released by nerve cells to send signals to other nerves and
muscles. They are prescribed to 20% to 50% of older adults in the United States to treat a variety of neurological, p
sychiatric, gastrointestinal, respiratory and muscular conditions, according to a 2009 study. In the UK, 34% to 48%
of older adults take them, another study found.



CDC Disease from Bug Bite Despierta America 5/2/18 8AM 0:25
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, illnesses from tick, mosquito, and flea bites more than
tripled between 2004 and 2016. In 2016 alone, there were more than 96,000 cases reported. The illnesses include
such Maladies as West Nile Virus, Lyme Disease, and Zika Virus. The CDC says the numbers show bug bites are mo
re than just summertime nuisances, they can cause very serious health problems, even death.

Trump Administration to Tie Health
Facilities’ Funding to Abortion Rest
rictions

Despierta America 5/18/18 8:30AM 0:25

Clinics that provide abortions or refer patients to places that do would lose federal funding under a new Trump adm
inistration rule that takes direct aim at Planned Parenthood, according to three administration officials.  The rule, w
hich is to be announced Friday, is a top priority of social conservatives and is the latest move by President Trump t
o impose curbs on abortion rights, in this case by withholding money from any facility or program that promotes ab
ortion or refers patients to a caregiver that will provide one.

FDA Warning Regarding Teething P
roducts Despierta America 5/24/18 8AM 0:23

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration is warning consumers that over-the-counter (OTC) teething products contai
ning benzocaine pose a serious risk to infants and children. The agency today announced that OTC oral health prod
ucts containing the pain reliever benzocaine for the temporary relief of sore gums due to teething in infants or child
ren should no longer be marketed and is asking companies to stop selling these products for such use.

Study Sleeping in on Weekends Despierta America 5/28/18 9AM 0:23

Researchers say getting more sleep on Saturday and Sunday morning may extend your life. That's according to a n
ew study published in the Journal of Sleep Research. The findings are based on nearly 44,000 people in Sweden ov
er a 13-year period. Those involved with the data say when people who get less sleep during the week slept in on
weekends, their mortality rate was the same as those who get seven-hours per night. There's no clear-cut answer y
et on why sleeping on weekends makes a difference.

Peruvian cherry thought to combat
aging, along with other health ben
efits

Primer Impacto 5/14/18 5PM 2:22

In the Healthy Life segment, we are introduced to a Peruvian ground cherry called aguaymanto, also known as gold
en berry or Peruvian ground cherry.  This Andean fruit is known for its health qualities to help prevent cell aging, co
mbat allergies and asthma, to reduce bad cholesterol levels and to help with the healing of wounds.  They also help
lower blood sugar, protect the immune system, reduces inflammation and helps with weight loss.  Golden berries h
ave high content of Vitamins A and C, phosphorus, iron, potassium and zinc.  Golden berries are also known for thei
r antioxidant effects to prevent cancer, fight bacteria and help protect internal organs like the kidneys and liver.

STUDY TODDLERS SUGAR DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/11/2018 9:00am 0:30

Toddlers in America are eating too much added sugar, and the problem only gets worse as they get older, a new st
udy conducted by researchers at the Centers for Disease Control found. Extra sugar consumption has been linked t
o high levels of obesity, cavities, asthma, and risk factors for heart disease later in life. It's also been associated wit
h higher cholesterol levels and elevated blood pressure. Added sugar is especially bad for children, as it sets diet pr
eferences that could lead them to make poor nutritional choices later in life. The American Heart Association alread
y recommends that children under the age of 2 avoid food with added sugars, including ready-to-eat cereals, baked
goods, desserts, sugary drinks, yogurt, and candy. But researchers at the CDC found that some parents don't seem
to be following those guidelines.

SS MEDICARE FINANCES DESPIERTA AMERICA 6/6/2018 8:00am 0:23

Medicare will run out of money sooner than expected, and Social Security's financial problems can't be ignored eith
er, the government said Tuesday in a sobering check up on programs vital to the middle class. The report from pro
gram trustees says Medicare will become insolvent in 2026 -- three years earlier than previously forecast. Its giant
trust fund for inpatient care won't be able to fully cover projected medical bills starting at that point. The report say
s Social Security will become insolvent in 2034 -- no change from the projection last year.

Gas Price Increase Despierta America 4/23/18 7AM :30
The national average for a gallon of gasoline has risen 5 cents per gallon in the last week to $2.76 per gallon Mond
ay, according to GasBuddy’s latest weekly survey of 135,000 gas stations. The gain comes as oil prices continue to
surge, rising last week to a new multi-year high as global demand outpaces supply and OPEC maintains production
cuts.



Lettuce Outbreak Grown Despierta America 4/27/18 7AM :30

U.S. health officials say the E. coli outbreak linked to tainted romaine lettuce has grown and sickened 84 people fro
m 19 states. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control said Wednesday that at least another 31 cases are believed to be
tied to romaine lettuce grown in Yuma, Arizona. The agency says those infected range in age from 1 to 88. More th
an half of are female. Forty-two people have been hospitalized, including nine battling kidney failure. Agency officia
ls say the illnesses started between March 13 and April 12.


